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ABSTRACT
In this set of six booklets on-graphing, intermediate

'grade students learn" how to choose which kind of graph to make; make
bar graphs, histograms, line graphs, and conversion graphs; and use
graphs to compare two sets of data. The majqr emphasis in all Unified
SCiences and Mathematics fot Elementary Schools (USMES) units is on
open-ended, long-range investigations of real problems. In most .

instances students learn through observingresults of thekr own and
their classmates' experiments. However, students may reco4nize the
need for'certain facts and/or skills during their. investigations.
Although some children prefer to work things out for themselves,
others may ask for help. USMES "How To Sets" are designed to provide.
such assistance. Each booklet in a set contains several eXamples of

children using a skill being taught, each example emphasizing a
different aspect of the skill or a potential pitfall. The first page
tells.why or when students may need the skill covered in fhe booklet
and includes a table of'contents. There is no sequence to the sets
(or booklets within iets).and they should not be used out of the
context of childrens' open investi§ation of a practical problem.
(AUthor/JN)
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WHAT IS USMES?

USMES challenges students to solve real
problems within their school and community..
Students tackle problems like a busy or un-
safe intersection near their school, class-
room furniture that doesn't fit them, or
playgrounds that are crowdpd or uninterest-

ing. These problems have immediate and
practical impact on students. They have

no established, correct solutions--students
take or recommend action based upon Whatever
data they collect and analyze. Furthermore,

the students themselves, not the teacher,

direct the problemsolving process.

Solving real problems iS interdisciplin-

ary: skills, processes, and concepts from
science, mathematics, social science, and
language arts all play a part. For example,

students conduct opinion,surveysb build
measuring devices, write letters, and make

and use graphs. They also make decisions,
work productively in small groups, and
develop and clarify values.

The USMES curriculum is organized into
twentrsix problems, or units, that 'have
been develOped in the classroom by teachers
and students in a wide variety of schools.
Most units can be used in grades K-8 al-
though thejevel at which stidents approach
a problem and develop a soludion will vary

according to age, ability, and interest.

4

RESOURCES FOR

AN USMES fROGRAM

In addition_to the USMES "How To"

Series, there are

\

The USMES Guide: This book describes
the USMES project, real problem solving,
classroom strategies, the Design Lab,
the units, and the support materials as
well as ways that USMES helps students
learn basic skills. Agection in the
guide correlates the twenty-six USMES
uniti with topics in.Science, Mathe-
matics, Social Science, Language Arts,
Career Education, and Consumer Education.

Teacher Resource Books (one per unit):
Each of these guides to4using USMES
units describes a broad problem, ex-,
plains how students might narrow that
problem to meet their pq,rticular needs,
recommends classroom stAtegies, and,
presents logs from teacherswhose
claises have worked on the unit.

Design Lab Manual: This guide helps
teachers and administrators set up, run,

and use a Design Lab--a place with tools
and materials where students can build
thinks they need for their work on USMES

units. A Design Lab may be a corner of
a classroom, a portable cart, or a
separate room.

Background Papers: These papers provide
teachers with information and hints that

do nat appear An the student materiali.

The "1-4,iw To" Series is a resource developed by !he USMES project Earle L Lomon, Project,DireCtor, Betty M Beck, Associate Director for

De4elopment, Thomas L Brown, Associate Director for Utilization Studies, Quinton E Baker, Associate Director for Administration.

This materini is based upon research supported by the National Science Foundation uncles Grant No. SED 69-01071 Any opinions, fIndings,

and conclusions of recommendations expressed in this pubIrcation are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the

National Scien,e Foundation,

t)1911 by Education Developriv t Center, Inc All right's reserved
ComplmeUSMESLaw,tv ISBN 0,89292-033-5 \
Intermediate "How T,," Scr les ISBN 0 89292-030-0 \
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THE USMES INTERMEDIATE HOW TO SERIEi,

;USMES and Skill's

USMES students often see a need to learn
new.skills to help them get a problem-
solving job done. Studedts seeking to im-
prove a steet crossing may want to learn
how to use a stopwatch or how to make a

trundle wheel. Students comparing differ-
ent brands aper towels may want to
learn how to .e.ign an experiment and howe

to make a bar graph. The list can go on
and on, but the pattern is clear; solving
a real problem requires skills.

purpose of 'How To' Series

Materials that help students learn
skills like designing.an opinion survey arld

choosing the appropriate measuring tool art
not readily available for intermediate gtade
seudents. The USMES'Intermediate "How To"
Series fills this gap: Its magazine-style,
format helps stttdents acquire the-skills
and knowledge they need to do things like
redesign their classroom, find the best buy
in potato chips, or run a school stote.

How to Use the 'How To' Series

Wait for a need. When a student asks
for help, refer him or her to the appropri-
ate booklet. Having a student read a book-
let before there is a need to dotiso will not
only result id less effective learning but
will defeat the USMES purpose of allowing
students to decide what needs to be done.

When necessary, Ilse the "How To" Series
as a teaching aid. Most of the time stu-
dents will be able to go through a booklet
by themselves and learn the skills they
need to learn. However, some_material in
some sets is difficult and somewhat abstract.
When the booklet by itself is not doing the
job, feel free to step in and help the stu-
dent go through it-

Knowing how the,contents.of the booklets
are organized may help in using the series

G

effectively.

The first page tells why, or when a

studdtt may need the skill covered
in the booklet, and includes a
table of contents.

Each booklet contains several ex-
amples or stories about students
using the skill or process being
taught. Each example emphasizes
a different aspect of the skill or

a potential pitfall.

When information in other booklets'
may help the student, the titles
of the, booklets are included in

the text.

The last pages of each booklet con-
taida stimmary of the points cov-

. ered in the booklet,

OTHER USMES HOW TO SERIES
Beginhing "How To" Series: This

cartoon-style series covers.in less detail
much of the same-material as the Interme-

diate Series. Its cartoon-style format
helps younger children and those with read-
ing difficulties acquire the skills needed

to work .ot a real problem.

Design Lab "Row To" Series: These

illubtrated cards help children learn how
1 use tools safely and effectively.

"How Ie'Cards: This series'is printed

on colored card stock rather than paper.
They contain fewer words than the Interme-
diate "How To" Series and utilize the Amer-
ican.system of units (ft./lb./sec.) rather

than the metric system. The Collecting

Data set, however, is.not,svailable in the
"How To" Cards.



INTERMEDIATE HOW TO SERIES

COLL.EgTING- DATA

Collect Good Data
Round Off Data
.Record Data

Do an Experiment
Make an Opinion Survey
Choose a Sample

GRAPHING

ChiOse Wilich Graph to Make

Make a Bar Graph
Make'a Histogram
Make a Line Graph
Make a Conversion Graph
Use Graphs to Coinpare Two Sets Of Data

MEASURING

Use a Stopwatch
Choose the, Right Tool to-Measure Distance

Use a Trundle Wheel
Make a Scale Drawing
Find the Speed of Things

SIMPLIFYING DATA'

Tell What Your Data Show
Find the Median
Find.the Mean )

Find the Mode',
Find DiEferent kinds of Ranges
Use Key Numbers to Compare Two Sets of Data

bde

Con &lived and Written by:
Sally Agro, Betty M. Beck,' pay L. Brady Jr., Jean Keskulla, Phyllis Klein

Production:
Pp la Lakeberg, John Saalfield



"HOW TO° 1

CHOOSE WHICH GRAPH TO MAKE

,

WHY MAKE GRAPHS?

Suppose that you have made a survey to find out
the most popular flavors of soft drilk. Or

perhaps you have kept noteg on the daily tem-
perature for several months. You may have
stacks of plipera filled with lots of numbers.
But lots of numbers can often be confusing.

How can you figure out what all your data mean?
A graph is egpicture of information.

0111NUM EN
4EEWAVMIM
VIUMW4:41=
NEW:CO:UM
IMUIMMDMM
MIMMO2r.47111
IMP742UFIJE107.4

00 You HAVe Mo Re THAR`
Ohje SeT OF DATA? TH54
READ "NOW TO"
usE GRAPHS
TO COMPARE
TWO SeT..5

oF DATA.

One way.is to make a grilph.

M

M

w.AMMESEME

'Graphs'can help you see important things quickly =A easily.
Graphs can help you tell others about your data.

,

Graphs can often help you draw conclüsions in order to solve problems.

How do you decide which kind of graph to make/ It depends. It depen48 on your

data. And it depends on what you want to find out.

Different graphs are made from different data.
'Each type of graph will give you different information.

This booklet gives examples of three kinds of graphs. Read the booklet. It

will help you Aecide which graph to make for the data you have and the informa-
.

tion m...1 need.

XIAT'S INSIDE J Pa\
STEPS IN,DECIDING WHICH GRAPH T0 MAKE 2

,FAVORITE DRINKS: A BAR GRAPH 4

CHALKBOARD HEIGHTS: AN0THER BAR GRAPH t 5

CLASS'CROSSING TIMES: A HISTOGRAM 6

SCHOOL CROSSING TIMES: ANOTHER HISTOGRAM 9

LETTER SIZES FOR tOSTERS:. A LINE GRAPH 10

CUPS TO OUNCES: CONVERSION GRAPH (A SPECI, LINE GRAPH)AI 12

\;,...1....1AlaNG YOUR OWN GRAPHS . 141 i

i,

!

4D1977 by Education Development Center, Inc. All rights reserved
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STEPS IN DECMING WHICH GRAPH .TO MAKE

4f1L DECIDE WHAT KIND OF DATA YOU'HAVE.

410

/-1

I

Look at the data you have collected. .Th s collection is called your set

of data. It could be numbers or t cOuld be numbers and wards.

What are.the parts of your set of data?

A litt of words? ,They could be lists of people or tools or foods

of months. These can be,called SEPARATE ITEMS.

Numbers?' They could be numbers of cars or numbers of children or .

numbers.of time& something.happens. These-can be called NUMBER COUNTS.

4. livIABFR
of TI M

NUM1140 No

/7/
,J!Ua

Times or temperatures or heights or weights? These can be called

MEASUREMENTS. You can tell that they are measurements bea44se each

number will have a unit, like degrees or centimeters or grams.*

1_2

rAP

Sometimes.you may want to put your measurements together in clumps,

like 8-12 seconds or 41-50 grams or 93-97 centimeters. 'Then the

measurements can'be called GROUPED MEASUREMENTS.

93-97
CEAJTIAIST6RS

A P

*Sometimes real numbers are treated like measureMe4ts'in making graphs.

7
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*2. DECIDE TCH KIND OF GRAPH TO MAKE.

These pictures show what kinds of graphs you can make for different sets of
data. The bottom of each graph lists one part of the data. The side of
each.emph lists the other part..

Ur)

z

SEPARATE ITEMS

Cf%

nigAst.t.REMENTS

,
*3 . DRAW YOUR GRAPH.

SEPARATE ITEMS .

.A4 E.A SUR EftiEN T S ,

01/4 94%1'

Oft ceXt (24 X x XXxxxx
XXXX.X

X XXXXX
XXXXxxxx

X XX

GROUPEDd OR NUMBER
MEAstAREMENTs COuNTS

410. LOOK AT YOUR GRAPH TO SEE IF YOUR. QUESTIONS HAVE BEEN ANSWERED.

Does your graph tell you what you want to know? If it doesn't, you may want

to c011ect, more data to add to your graph. Or you may want td make a dif-
ferent graph to give you better information. To do this, you might need to

. organize your data in ancithSivay. Or you may have to collect new data.

-
a.
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FAVORITE DRINKS: A BAR GRAPH

Suppose that your class is planning to sell soft drinks at Our school fair. But

no bne can agree on the kind of drink to serve. You decide to make a survey of

siddents in some*other classes to find out whfch drinks are popular and which are 4111

not.
X

First, you read "How To"Make an Opinion Survey. Then you prepare a 11.kt/of

d.s.inks and ask students to vote for their favorites. When your survey Ardone,

you tally the votes and make a chart of your data. .

FAVORIT-E,e, DRINKS

. DRINK NuniBE.R OF VOTES
,

ORANGE
CHERRY
GRAPE.
CoLA

.

u. ti-ti
imi MI 0)

/ tgl I* .V\ lii.1 \\ diar

,

You would like to make a graph ta show the results of your survey to others in

your class. But first you must decide what kind of graph to make. Here is how

to do it. i

.

likr1. Decide 'What Kind of Data You Rave.,

You see what part of your dati is a list ol wbrds. There Are four kinds of

drink listed: orange, cherry,.grape, and cola:. That means that one part of

your data is a list of SEPARATE ITEMS.

Then you see that you have numbers for,the other part of your data. They

are the number of votes for each drink. The other part of your data is

NUMBER COUNTS'.

.04, 2. Decide Which 'Kind of Graph to ',fake.

IF YOU HAVE
SEPARATE )
ITEMS AND
NUMBER
COUNTS YoU

A
BAR GRAPH.

20

CAN MAKE

4,3.
Draw Your Graph.

A

0 10 --

oe
ut

15
z

If you need help making a bar graph, 0 0411$6E CHET GRAPE COLA
(70 read "How To" Make a Bar Gra.

DRINKS
9 .
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-11k.4. Look at Your Graph To See if Your Questidns Have Been Answered.

.10

The graph tells you that the two highest bars are for grape and for orange

drinks. They got the most votes. Your question'has been answered. Grape

and orange are more poPular than either cherry or cola. You might decide to

serve either one of them. In fact, you mighOdecide to serve both.

.Axx\x\x,xxx\x,x,x,x\ANAAA,AANxx-xxxxx"xxxxxxAA4LAA\xA'

CHALKBOARD HEIGHTS: ANOTHER BAR ORAPH

In the ,last eXample, a bar graph was made to show SEPARATE ITEMS and NUMBER

CGVNTS. In this example, a bar graph is used to show SEPARATE ITEMS and

MEASUREMENTS.
.4)

Suppose that your'clasa is studying ways to imProVe

classrooms in your school. Some students have complained

that the chalkboards are too high for them to reach.

To find out whether the boards are too high, you
decide to collect data on the hdights of chalk-.
boards in dtfferent graaes, This chart shows'

your Aath.
:

8 ,

You would like to make a graph to show your
4ata more clearly. Which graph should you

make? Follow these steps.to find out.

1k71. Decide What/Kind of Data You Ha.

You went into -classrooms of sepen different grades. You have a list of. '

those grades. That means that SEPARATE ITEMS ia one part of your"data. -

Then you measured to find different heights for-the boards. The heighti

were all measured in centimeters. So MEASUREMENTS is the oth9r part of

your data.

SCHOOL *CHALKBOARDS NOV. 7

Height of
Grade. fChalkboardOcm)

,K 140
..

1 , 156

,

1

.

-:160,

165'
4 . 17P

, 5 1.6

6 190 .

4

ts .
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*2. Decide Which Kind'of Graph To Make.

IF YOU HAVE
SEPARATE ITEMS

Ati/Q_ MEASUREMENT5
VOliCAN MAKE A
BAR GRAPH.

lir3 Draw fhe Graph'.
A

You don't have to sfart the vertical

axis,at 0. Here the vertical axis

begini with 100 cm.

I

-1,

lob
140

110

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
II..1101111.11111m="m0

1111111111111 1 I
111111. 0111111111111111I1111li 1 111 0MO M Iaim .11ONE " i lin

111 1 1MON11
GRAOES

4. Look at the Graph to See if Your Questions Have Been Answered.

What,does this graph show-you? The bars of theigraph show that as the
grades-get higher; the chalkboards get higher.'-You can tell that you did,

make the,right graph for your, data. But did you find out if the chalkboards

are too biel? The *aph:doesh't tell you that. Before you can answer that

question you ,nded,to collect different data. You might collect data on Wow

. high 'children can reach without jumping.

. .'\'\\A\t\, W .11.''\A".\.,A\V\,VA\V\VA'`,%\%'\VV\V\V%\\'
11 0

. e

CgOSSING TIMES: HISTNRAM
,

You may make a graph alyi then fivd out that it doesn't answer'your questions,

'Wben'this haPPens, you may be able to regroup your data. Then you can make a

differefit-graph that tell's you,wpatybu.want to find out.
-

Your class-may,.be working oi Timyb to make it easier for children in your school
*7,4

. to crotis nearby qtreets. You waftt to know how long children take to cross one

, street that runs near your school. You measure the time for each child in your

class to cross. .As you meisure, ydb round off the times to the nearest second.

-.. .t Then yiom make a data chart:

AN

0



'CLASS CROSSING TIMES May 3 1:30

Name

,

Time to Cross
(seconds)

Name Time to Cross
(seconds)

'John 5 . Marvin 10

Melissa 8 Randy 4'

Fred 5 Beryl
,

6

Chico 4 Felicia 5 .

Abe 9 Dianne 8

Opal 5 Donny 6

Sam 6 . Harold 5

Carol 7
\ Chuck 7

Suzy 5 MAY 10

Joanne, 12 Pauline 5

Lester 6 Kathy 4

James
_

, 5 Nina -,.- 7

,

You look at the chart and notice that the shortest crossing time is 4 seconds

and the longest time is 12,seconds.

71 wonder what the most common crossing time is," you might think to yourself.'

A graph will'help you find out. You use your data to draw the graph.

Which,graph stiould you make? First,you look at your set of data. You see

that one part of it is a list of children's names. Those are SEPARATE ITEMS.

The other part of'your data is crossing times. They are MEASUREMENTS.

"Separate items and measurements," you might think to yourself. "I111 make a

bar graph."

You use your data to draw the graph. It looks-like this.

Is MUM= iii.gm mum MOM 0 Mi5 WiCisRPMT1UNLMS OM
10 110 OMMINN MUM 11000111ME00 Ni0119111=MEMMM. MO NM MOM Mum
ORM 01100 M 0111M 011 UMNIffNigiln OM MME MOM ME0 0
111MmOmmilim Me midromil

11
le

MUM LAMM

I
MI AIM 11111119111111114111"

LIM Me IIIII la III IIII1 M 111114IIM
Maa MI FE II MO

1
m

iiiiiiIIIIIIIIIIIII1

0

III

MO10

I

0 d 5Atr 0 In t./

CU S.' ,C

re>e 5. t ;dew d 10.

tomiEs OFST(oENTS

0

-0 ,. . '5 cr. 1. c
d '' v '11. dit w u. b

g E
a

>C _fg
6 C

at

Z". 5 d
(111ti

c

4.
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You look at the graph to see what is the most common cross ng time. But you

can't tell from the graph. Itsjust shows the crossing time for each sttridelt.

But you want to find odt the time that it took the most students to cross.
Perhaps you can organize youri data.in a different way and then mak-e a graph,

so that will answer your question.

Ibe bar graph shows,c
measured the'crossin

.measuremenxs are rea

."One part of my data

What is the other Raft
the.bars for a crossing
3 geconds, and so'on.

'Now the other part of.

ossing.times. They are MEASUREMENTS. When you firdt
imes,.you rounded them off to the nearest second. The

grauped Into Qne-second clumps.

GROUPED MEASUllEMENTC" you think to yourself.

Which graph can iou make

,4 . GROUTED MEASUREMENTS and

41:

-

f yoUr data?' You LOok at'the bar'graph and count all
time ef 4 secondsh, all the bars for a crossing time of

-data is NUMBER

if you have
ER COUNTS?

Now draw your graph. (If you need help,

read the booklet "How To" Make a Bat'

Graph Higtogram.)

COUNTS," you say.

IF YOU \)7IAVE
GROUPED
MEASUREMENTS
AND NUMBER COUNTS,
YOU CAN NAKE A

Nkli HISTOGO

,

,

4

,

, -1,

4

.0 5-

,T)r46gs
,

.
\
.

+-

,

- 7

1

I.

1

r-- -, V
_7_ .- 14)

- _X^
i X

4 -

I

,

:-.--/

7/.

x Xx4 4 4

'X

.

.

r

.

'

.

'

3 4 5 6 1 8 ¶ 0 II iz
TIME. *To CROSS (Sec)

Look at your histogram* Does it tell you the most common crossing time?. Yes,

it does. The bar for 5 seconds is the tallest. That. meens that 5 seconds is

the most common cross ng time. Your question has been answered. This graph

also tells you that m st students can cross ir 8 seconds or less.

13 t



SCHOOL CROSSING1TIMES: ANOTHER HISTOGRAM

1 ,

In the last example, you made a bar graph histogram by red1rranging data from
.

your bar graph. The next example shows how you can make a histogram just from
your data chart

) .

Suppose that a f er you have studied the crossing times for j st your class, you
want to find out about the most common crossing times of o er children in the
school. 'It would probably be a lot of work to measure th crossing times of
every child in your.school. ,

You, decide to take a sample -from each grade level in the
.school. Before you begin, you read the booklet "How To"
Choose a Sample.

Suppose you decide to use 50 chi?.

You measure their crossing timq4
Your list of 50 ,crossing times lo

en in your school sample.

the nearest second.
ks like this:

9, /0, Si 10) 8) IS, 13, 14) (4, 1,

13, 8, 10, 9, 9, 6, 7,6 , 6,

IS, II, 8, 15, ?, 12, 13, 14, 7 , 8,

13,1) 7, '71 6, /0, II, 6, 6, 9,

7 89 9

I KNOW NOW
THAT I DON'T'
NEEb TO LIST
NAMES.

You loOk at the list and notice that, the shortest crossing time for your school
sample is 5 seconds. The longest time is 16 seconds. You see that you would
need twelve columns if each column stands for 1 second. That's a lot of columns.
You decide to put the measurements in gioups of 2 seconds.

First you count how many children crossed in 5 or 6 seconds. There are 7. Then
you count how many crossed in 7 or 8 seconds. There are-12. You do this all
the way up to counting the number of children who crossecrin 15 or 16 seconds.
Your chart looks like this.

ft SCHOOL CROSSING TIMES-4-50 Chi1dren-6/4

Time to Cross (sec.) Number of Children

5-6
,

7-8

9-10

11-12 4

, 13-14

15-16
,

7

12

12

7

8

4
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Now figure out what kind of grAph to make. One,part of your data its fROUPED
MEASUREMENTS. YoU also have number tallies. SO NUMBER COUNTS is the other
part of your data.

-4

4stitoolt,
OSlG

,

r4ticp-stv
fr) W1 In 41 e-

TIME To CROSS cseo

IF You HAVE
GRoupeo
MEASuREMENTS
AND NUMBEw COUNTS
You cAN MAKE. A

HISTOGRAM.

Has the graph answered your question? Do you know the most common crossing
times for your school sample?

There are two tallest bars. They are for 7-8 seconds and for 9-10 seconds.

That means.that 7-8 seconds and 9-10 seconds were the two most common crossing
times. The graph tells Ohu much more, also. For example, ygu can tell exactly
how many children took longer than 10 seconds or less than 7 seconds to cross.

ts.MVIVIkXX \slk Alk \slk AakAAkAi \\Ik\ .%\s\ VIVIVIVVIVks VkANks,1 I re ak slk NA.A XXX.% ,Mk slk v%

LETTER SIZES FOR POSTERS: A LINE GRAPH

'Suppose that your class is making safety
posters to hang in the school. How'hig
should the letters be so that the posters
can be read easily? One way to find out
is to test how far away people can see
different sizes of letters.

You may have found out that letEers only 2
centimeters high can be read no farther
away than 8 meters. Letters that are 3
centimeters high can be read at a dis-
tance of 13 meters. After.making lots
of tests you have this chart:

erETTER SIZES.F?R PosTERs
LETTER SIZE

(crri)

DISTANCE READ
(rro

.

4.

8.0
13.0

-\ /6.5
, 6. .

7.

to.

25.o
A8.0
42.0

15

r,
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Which graph can you make? You look at

your'data and see that you have MEASURE-
MENTS for the letter size and MEASURE-
MENTS for the distance.

Then draw your graph. (head "How TO" Make

+3.
40
38
34
3i
32:
30

28
26
24

E
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g: 18
III /4

14

UJ a
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4: 8
I-- 6
n 4.
Cr 2

0

IF BOTH PARTS
oF YouR DATA ARE
MEASUREMENTS,
You CAN MAKE A
LINE GRAPH.

a _Line Graph if you need help.)
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.LETTER

5 C 7 8

SIZE (cm.)

Now suppose you want to hang the posters so that they can

20 meters away. How big do you have to make the letters?

fl

NOLA) BIG SHOULD
WE MAKE THE

.LETTERS FOR

MIS,POSTER?

to

be seen from d't least'

1p

11
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. You can find out by reading the graph. It shows that you should make your

letters about 5 centimeters high if you want them to be read at a distance of

20 meters.

32
30

28

24
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This line graph cantell you the letter size you need for any distance. It can

also tell you the.distance it which any letter size can be reaa. A line graph

can elp you find entre information that you didn't have when you started.

\A,\\%\X\\X\%\..N.X.N\X.N.X. %\\NNA.N.\\\\NAN.VVVt. V VVVVVVV"

cUPS TO OUNCES: A CONVERSION GRAPH.(A SPECIAL LINE GRAPH)

:uppose that your class is going to make punch
to sell to other classes. You may have taken

orders for 14 cups one day. You wonder how many

fluid ounces of punch you will need iv order

to make 14 cups. A conversion graph will help

you find out.

A CONVERSION GRAPH
IS A SPECIAL KIND OF
LINE GRAPH.

To make a conversion graph, you need to Ynow three tets of measurements. For

this problem you.do. You know that 0 cups equals 0 fluid'ounces. And yOu know

that 1 cup equals 8 fluid ounces. That tells you that 10 cups equals 80 fluid

ounces and that 20 cups equals 160 fluid ounces.



Both parts of your data are MEASUREMENTS (cups and fluid ounces). So you know

that you should make a line graph.

Draw your graph. ("How To" Make a Conversion Graph will help you do this.)

. CUr---.'
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0

ao
8 0

160

f
,

16
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16
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,
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o if 6 8 10

cups
1 16 20

The graph'has answered your question. It tells you that fop 14 cups, you will

need to make 112 fluid ounces. Now that you have made this graph it can help

you with other problems, too. Whenever you need to change from cups to ounces

or #rom ounces to cups, you can use your greph.

13
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MAKING YOUR OWN GRAPHS

So far, you have read about how to choose the graph that both fits your data'

and answers your questions. Here is a checklist to help you choose the right

graph.

1. DECIDE WHAT KIND OF DATA YOU HAVE.

Do you have separate items?

Do You have number counts?

Do you have measurements? Can your measurements be put into groups?

2. DECIDE WHICH KIND,OF GRAPH TO MAKE.

3. DRAW YOUR GRAPH.

4. LOOK AT THE GRAPH TO SEE IF YOUR QUESTIONS HAVE BEEN ANSWERED.

r

Does your graph tell you what you want to know? Do you need to.collect more

data to add to Your graph? Do you need to collect new data? Do you need

to reorganize your data and make another kind of graph?

APH G-IVES
YOU THE INFORMATIO
YOU WANT.

-
M E SUR.YOUR

4.0
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IF You HAvE
SEPARATE
ITEMS AND
NUMBER
COUNTS YOU
cAN MAKE A
BAR GRAPH.

.

IF You OA
5EPARATE ITEMS

AND MEASUREMENTS
You cAN MAK
.

E A

AR GRAPH.

.
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IF BOTH PARTS
QF YouR DATA ARE
MEASUREMENTS)
YOU CAN MAKE A
LINE GRAPH.

1

I

s.

A

t

e I.

4

IF YOU HAvil
GROUPED 4
MEASUREMFNTS
AND NUMBER COUNTS
YoU CAN MAKE A
I-1ISTOGRAM.

A CONVERSION GRAPN
IS A SPECIAL KIND oF
LINE GRAPH.

I -
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Vow TO'
4.

MAKE. A BAR GRAPH
a

WHAT IS 4 BAR GRAPH?
4+1

It.is a simple picture of separate items. Each bar stands for a ,

,differant thing. The height'of the bar tells.haw many or haw much.

WHEN ,SHOULD YOU MAKE. A BAR GRAPH?

You can make a bar graph ighen your data are SEPARATE ITI6(S and

NUMBER COUNTS or SEPARATE Iv* and MEASUREMENTS.
.

SEPARATE ITEMS .

THERE ARE THREE KINDS OF bAR GRAPH. .

Vrek
$51X451( ))((

X )c r
X

,
This booklet w111 show you how to make eanh of these kinds

"NUMBER COUNTS

O 0 0
o

O 0
0

0 G (.,
o o

qs. 11.2.0

o(tb' o o
O 0 0 0 0 0 o

of bar

EMT'S ENSIDE
A BAR GRAPH TALLY: TESTING DRINgS

REGULAR BAR GRAPHS: VALK LIGHTS

REGULAR, BAR GRAPHS: RIDING BIKES-
REGULAR BAR GRAPHS: A PLANT EXPERIMENT

A PEGBOARD BAR GRAPH: BAROMETRIC PRESSURE

\. THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND ABOUT BAR GRAPHS.

graph.
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A BAR GkAPH TALLY: TESTING DRINKS

Sometimes you may need to keep a running count about something. For example,
you might want to keep track of the numbers that come,up when you toss a die

several tiMei. You might want to tally the number of "yes" answers to a sur-

vey questionnaire. Or you might want to keep a 'count of which drinks students

in your class like best.

There is an easy way4 collect your,data and make a graph at'the same time:

makP a BAR GRAPH TALLY. This example shows hOw to do it.

Supposs that your group will be making drinks for your class party. You wa t

to find out the favorite drink Of the children in your class. You set out four

different drinks on a table. You label each drink with the lettsr A, B, C, or

M. Ihe.students will taste each Of the drinks and then vote Apr the one they

like best.

gIR

You want to count the votds as you go along.,...:LQU..4<fdCto make,a bar graph

tany. Here isehow 'to_set it up. ;

First, draw two lines on a piece of graph paper.
Be sure to leave room to.write in .the Isbell and
tht numbers.' You will put the separate items
a14ng the bottom line, or horizontal axis; and so

you label'it DRINKS. I

In the spaces along the horizontal axis you'
write the letters of the drinks. If you leave

a space between the letters, your bars will be .

easier to see.

You Oill_put the ndmber cOunts along the side

line, or vertical axis. 'The number count are

the number of -metes. You label the vertical

axis NUMBER 000TES. ,

Then you put numbers.along the vertical axis for

bow many votes., Because you will tally the votes

as you go along, your graph will have Xs. So

write the numbers beside the spaces.

A 8 C. 0

DRINKS

r

A 6
ORI

r)
irro



You.have set up yout graph. Now you are ready to make the tally. Suppose Jill .

comes"up first. She tastes each drink. "I like Drink C best," she says. You

put\an X in the first box above Drink C. That stands for Jill's vote.

$

sQ
_ 4

co a
V 2

+2, A

DRINKS

Then suppose Beth comes up to tagtg_
She votes for.Drink B. You put an X
column for DrinIC B.

41.

Then suppose Jim, Sam, and Mark'all vote for

Drink A, You put three *Xs in the'boxes above

Drink A. Now youn graph looks like this.

Then you go on. Each time a child votes, you put an X
When all the students have Nioted, the graph looks like

You look at the graph. You can see that
the bar for Drink B Th the highest. Drink

B is the favorite. You can also tell how
many'votes each drink received. Just

follow the top X of each bar to the num-

ber at the side. Drink A got 3 votes,
Drink B tot 10.votes, Drink C got 4 votes,
and Drink D got 6 votes.

in the torrect column.

this:

A 6 C D

D RI11 KS
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REGULKR BAR GRAPHS: WALK LIGHTS

There are times !Men you want to graph the MEASUREMENTS of People, animals, or
things. For exgmplp, you might have data about the weights of different animals
or the heights of chalkboards, or the times 5 children take to run 100 meters.,

In this example, you will find out how to make a bar graph to show SEPARATE
ITEMS and MEASUREMENTS. You will also find 'out what to do if you don't'have
enough.room to write all your numbers.

Suppose thaeb your class ,is studyl.ng how to make schoolErossings safer. You are
on the.Traffic Light Committee. You want to find out how long the WALK signs,
stay on before.they change to:DON'T.WALK signs.

You.go to six busy streets that intersect Main Street. .Let's say that the _names
of. the streets are Ash Street, Oak Streett Cedar Street, Pine Street, Elm Street,
and Fir Street. With a Stopwatch, you measure the number bf secoilds that eacli .

WALK light stays on. You round off the times to the nearest second.

/data chart:Here is
1 .a

WALK LICAITS / . APRIL 8

STRtET TIME WALK (wow's)
SIGN. STAYED ON

ASH 2 5
OAK 18
CEDAR . 30
PINE 15
ELM . i 8
FIR. 24

The names of the stteets are SEPARATE ITEMS. The times the WALK, sign stayed on

are MEASUREMENTS. You know that you can make a bar graph to shov your data.
Here is how to do'it.

Draw two lines on graph paper., Be sure to
leave room to write in the latiels and the

numbers. On the horizontal axis you will
put the names of separate streets. You

label the horizontal axis STREETS and
write the names of the streets beside
the spaces. You can put the names of
the streets in any order you want.

STREETS



Along the vertical axis you will' put the measure-
ments you have found. These are the numbei of
seconds that the WALK lights stayed on. Label

this axis TIMES (seconds).
, ,

Now you are ready to write.the numbers. Your
graph will have bars, not ,Xs, so you write a num-
ber next to each line along tbe TIMES axis. You
begin tp fill in the numbers.,

4

Something is wrong. You can fit only 20 seconds
on the TIMES axis. 'But several of the times

listed on yoqr data chart are all longer than 20
seconds., You have no more space on your graph.

paper: What should you do?

LOok again at your data chart. . The longest time listed is 30 seconds for the

WALK light on Cedar Street. You can use only 20 spaces on the vertical axis

of your graph 'paper.

Divide the longest time by thi number of spabes. Thirty divided by 20 is 111.

You co ld let each space stand for 11/2 seconds, but that would be awkward. In-

stead, ou can let each space stalid fOr 2 seconds. That way, you will be able

to fit the largest nuMber and all the others, too. The vertical axis can go

up to 40.

J
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Now you are ready to put the bars on your graph. First.look at the data chart:

WALK LIIGHTS APRIL 9 .

STREET TIME 'WALK LIGHT
SIGN STAYEZ ON

The data_chart shows that the time for Ash,Street is 25 seconds
that the ,top of the bar will be halfway betvfeen the Mark for 24
mark for 26 seconds. Draw a horizontal.liwe at that.place and
come do n to the bottoth of the graph.

25 IS HALFWAY
BETWEEN
211 AND 26.

,

Then draw the bars for the rest of the data on your chart. Make sure that the

top of each bar lines up with the right numbers on the side of the graph. Make
up a title for your graph so that others will know what it is about. The fin-

ished graph looks like this.

. Thatjaeans
seconds and the

then make the bar

Z.5 seconds

The graph shows your data in a clear way.
You can easily spot the tallest bar and
the shortest one. The Cedar Street WALK
light stayed on longer than any of the
others. The Pine Street WALK light stayed

on shortest time. You can tell from the
graph that the Cedar Street WALK light
stayed on twice as long as the one on
'Pine Street .

This graph gives you a lot,of other in-
formation, tock In fact, you canecompare
times and read-6ff the exact measurements
just by looking at the bars of the graph.

40
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REGULAR BAR GRAPHS:, RIDING BIKES

You can make a regular bar graph wi,ien your data are SEPARATE ITEMS and NUMBER
COUNTS. These might be the nuthber of seritings of different foods that are

thrown away each day. They might, be the numbers of different animals sighted

on a nature trail one .day. CT they might be the number of students who ride
their bikes to school.

In this example, you will find out,how to make a regular bar graph for/SEPARATE
ITEMS and NUMBER COUNTS- You will also learn how to put Our col ineo an

order that makes sense for your problem.
.

Let's say that your school has just bought several)Dicycle racks. Your class

has been asked to help decide Where the racks should be placed so that they will
be useful to children who ride their bik4s to school.

4.

=

Suppose that , Paul, Lisa, and you each go to a different classroom. You

go to grades , 4, 5, and 6. You count the number of children who-say that they

usually ride their bikes to school: Then each person in your group fills in one

line of the data chart.

SUppose that Todd comes bac&irst. "Ten

children in grade 5 ride their bikes to
school,"-he reportd. He, writes that on

the data chart.

Then Lisa reports her-data. "Twelve

children in grade 6 ride their bikes
to school," stle says.

,Then.Paul gnd you report-your data.-

4 The chart looks,.like this.

'You can make a bar graph to show the
,data to others in your class.

-

First set up tire graph. Draw two lines.

Label,the horizontal axiw.-ditAPE.

Put the separate grades heside"the spaces.'
,But don't write them in any old way.

. You should write the grades in ofder from

lowest to highest. Doing that will give
' you more information than Sust writing

them in any order.

'4

7

RIDING 8IKES TO SCHOOL 7

Gyex-cle Refovi-ey ,ICrt7:13::::

3
,

. 5

b.

You. ,

Tocici

Lisa.

4 ,

ri.:

,
It

-.

~Tr.
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4.

Next, label the vertical axis NUMBER OF

CHIIIREN. The largest number in your
chart is 12.

- Check to see if you have enough spaces
on your graph paper. You do. You can
let each'space stand for one child.

Then write in the numbers next to the

lines. The tick marks will show which
lines the numbers stand for. You don't

have to number every line.

Make up a title for,your graph. Now'

you are ready to draw the bars.

ffipievq, mos .

3
GRAD5.

5

Using your data chart, make one bar for each grade level. Be careful to diaw

the bars so that they line up with the right lines for the number of children.

Here is the finished graph.

You look at the'graph and see that the
bars get higher as the grade levels get

higher. (Putting th*Columna ih order
helped-you see that.r

It is easy to see that more fifth and
sixth graders ride their bikes to school

than third and four* graders. You can

tell the exact numbers of children for

each grade.

t+

This graph may help you decide where to

place the bike racks.

0 3 4 5
GRA DE.

44.4



REGULAR BAR GRAPHS: A PLANT EXPERIMENT

Sometimes you have to do something to your data
before you can make a bar graph. For example, if
you wanted to show spelling tett scores of five ,

different classes, you might decide to take the
mean test score of each class. Then you would
have one number for each class. Or if you wanted
to'compare favorite games in different grades,
you might take the mode for each grade.

This example shows how you can use the median of
your sits of data to make a bar graph.

MEAN? MEDIAN? MODE(
READ"HOW TO" l'ELL
WHAT YOUR DATA SNOW./

Suppose that you are doing an experiment to find out if light makes your plants
grow taller. You have read "How To" Do an Experiment.

Let's say that you have planted three/boxes of seeds. You give one box of

seeds a lot of light. You give another box of seeds some light. You give the

third box of seeds hardly any light,at all. You put a label on each box to

show the amount of light it is given.

iScAR
The seedlingp come up and after several weeks you measure their heights.. In-
stead of.measuring all the seedlings, you will take a sample from each box.

First you read "How To" Take a Sample. Then you choose six seedlings from each -

box and measure their heights in centimeters. Here are your results.

LOTS OF LIGHT 6/12

PLgNT HEIGHT (cm)

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

#6

5

12

6

9

8

8

.

SOME LIGHT 6/12

PLANT HEIGHT (cm)

#7 10

#8 6

#9 11

#10 6

#11 7

#12 4

21

LITTLE LIGHT 6/12

PLANT HEIGHT (cm)

#13

#I4

#15

#16

#17

#18

3

2

1

4

6

4
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You want-to make a bar graph to show your results to others. But drawing 18,

bars to show each of the heights is a lot of work and might not eve:/pve you

the information you want.

Instead, you decide to tind the median heights of the plants in each of the

boxes. The median is the middle number for each set of datp. (If you need

help, read "How To" Find the Median.)

LOTS'OF LIGHT 6/12

PLANT HEIGHT (cm)

5 MEDIAN
12 HEIGHT:

'6

,9
8cm C.

SOME LIGHT 6/12

PLANT HEIGHT (cm)

#7 1 MEDIAN

#8 6 HEIGHT:

#9 11

6
.5cm

Now set up the bar graph. Labef the

horizontal axis AMOUNT OF LIGHT. sO

g

L5

7!
et

Then put the columns in orderfrom
the most light to the least light.
(You can also put them in order from
the least light to the most light.
The important thing is to put them in
-an order which will.let you see more
about what you have measured.)

Write LOTS, SOME, and LITTLE beside the
spaces along the horizontal axis.

Label the vertical axis MEDIAN HEIGHTS
(cm) and write the numbers for the

measurements. Then fill in the graph:

LITTLE LIGHT 6/12

PLANT HEIGHT (cm),,

#13 3 MEDIAN

1114 2 HEIGHT:

#15 1

#16 4

#17 6

#18 4

3.5cm

MI Or
6 Iil 1III
s

II IIIIII4 II I
1111.1

2 III

Lot s Some Lale
ArvOuniT OF LIGHT

A comparison'of the bars of the graph shows the'differences in the median heights

of the three groups of plants. Look at the shortest bar. It shows that plants

grown with little light had a median height of.only 3.5 centimeters. The tall-

est bar is at 8 centimeters. Thatis the bar for plants grown with lots of

light.



A PEGBOARD BAR GRAPH: BAROMETRIC PRESSURE 1

There are times when you can make a kind of bar graph on a pegboard, instead of
on graph paper. You can make the graph at the same time you collect your data.
Here is an example of low to do it.

Suppose that', your class is studying weather. Jou have heard weather forecasters
say that when the atmospheric pressure falls,'it is likely to rain. You want to
test this idea.

-

You decide to keep track of newspaper reports of barapetric pressure as measured
in inches of mercury. Let's say that you do this for the whole month of Mewl.
Here is how td set dp a pegboard graph as you collect your data.

Label the bottom of the peg-
board DAYS 1N.MARCH. Each col-
umn of pegs will stand for gne 29.0
of the days.'

S.1
There are 31 days in March.
Write the numbers from 1 to 31
along the horizontal axis.'

a.128.7
y.st A8.6
04

Along the side of the pegboard
write AVERAGE BAROMETRIC PRES- W.

SURE (inches mercury). ,Normal Z`c'

sea level pressure is about 30
inches mercury; so you don't
have to start labeling tile to 28.3
numbers from O. LU

4t1r ccIn this 'example, the graph

starts with 28.0 inches. Each, % 2111
, row'goes up by 0.1 inch.

czr 28.0

Now youriegboard graph is
ready to be filled' in-aay-b-Y.

day.

0 (
31

DAYS IN Al (ARCH
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Hadh day you will hang a peg
0 show the average bapometric
pressure.

You will bang a colored peg if
the day is rainy.

If the day is nbt rainy, you
will hang a plain peg.

Suppose that you have data for
the first four days in March.

Here is what your graph looks
like for these four ,days.

The first day was not rainy
and the pressure was 28.6
inches. You hang a plain, peg

in the first column at 28.6
inches.

To show the second day, you
hank a colored peg Ili the
second column at 29.5 inches.

To show the third day, you
hang a plain-peg at 29.5 Above

Day 3.

And to show.the fourth day,
you hang a colored peg at 29.4
above Day 4.

You keep doing this until the
'end of the month.

You can connect the pegs witfi
a piece of yarn or string.
That might help you see the

graph better.

6

8 AROmETRic PRESSURE AND RA IN
IA/ Ai ARCH

D A Y AVERAGE PREsSuRE
(hick*: f atry)

RAW,/
NO RAIN

a

296

21.5

Lii19.4

29.3

29.0
,

28.e,
sy.

wf
ut4-
(y.° 28 4,

tax 18.6

° 48-A
cc

2.3
Ui
kb

28.1
Lu.

DAys IN MA

9/

A/o ra;rt

go.; pi

);a:n



Here is the graph for the whole month of March.
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.

You want to know if it always rains whe he pressure falls. The graph shows

that sometimes the pressure rose, sometIiies it stayed the same, and sometimes

it fell.

When.did the pressure fall? Look for places where the pegs are lower thari they

were the day before. The pressure fellfon 14 days: Days 4, 5, 6, 8, 11, 12,

14, 15, 16, 2G, 22, 25, 26, and 31.

How many of those 14 days were rainy? Look for the colored pegs. On seVen of

those days it was rainy: Days 4, 5, 11, 12, 14, 20, and 25.

Seven out of 14 is onehalf. It didn't always rain when the-pressure fell.

You might want to,collect more data.to see whether you get different results'at

other tithes.
....

0,7

1.

13
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THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND ABOUT BAR GRAPHS

IS A BAR GRAPH THE BEST GRAPH TO SHOW YOUR DATA AND ANSWER YOUR QUESTIONS?

44, Is one part of your.data SEPARATE ITEMS?

Is another part of your data NUMBER COUNTS or MEASUREMENTS?

If your answer to both questions is "yes", a bar grapll is probably a good graph

to make.

If you answered "no" to either question, you iight want to make'another kind of
graph. The booklets "How To" Choose Which Graph to Make for One Set of Data
arid "Haw To!t Use Graphs to Compare TWo Sets of Data might help you find a better

graph for your data. . .

WHAT KIND OF BAR GRAPH SHQULD YOU MAKE?"

Do you want to make your bar graph at
the same time that you collect your data?
If so, make a BAR GRAPH TALLy.

Do you want to make your bar graph after
you have made a data chart? If so, make

a REGULAR BAR GRAPH.

Do you want tdimake a large classroom
bar graph in an easy way?
If so, you can make a PEGBOARD BAR GRAPH.
It can be made at the same time you col-
lect your data or after you have made a

data chart.
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THINGS TO REMTBER WHEN YOU DRAW YOUR 1BAR GRAPH

1. Draw the horizontal and vertical axds
carefully.

."'

Follow the lines of the graph paper or
the holes of the pegboard. Write what
each of t,he axes stands for.

,2. The horizontal axis is for
ITEMS.

8

(JP

MS

LU

Cr t

VERTICAL. A X IS %air

HORIZONTAL. AXIS 1,001
RAINANT OF LIGHT

your SEPARATE

Wxite their names beside the spaces,
not on the lines."

- If the order of the items makes a
differ'ence, arrange them'in an brder

, that makes sense for ypur problem.

,

3. The vertical axis is for your NUMBERS.

If your graph will have Xs, write
the numbers beside the dpaces.

5'
4
3
2

4. Make stire that all the numbers in yOur

data fit the spages along the vert+cal
axis.

If you donq haveenough.room, you' can
make the épaces stand for more thah one
nutber-

;

t i

Lots Some Little
AMOUNT or LIGHT

If your graph will have bars, write
the numbers beside the lines. Put
tick marks on the lines that are
opposite the numbers'.
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,5. Make the tops of the columns straight
so that they line up with the nuMbers
on the vertical axis.

6. Make the columns all

You can leave spaces
umns in order to see
clearly.

the same width.

between the col-
the bars more

32301.
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7. Make up a title for your graph so that

.others will qnderstatid what' it shows. .

' THINGS TO THINK ABOUT AFTER YOU HAVE MADE YOUR GRAPH

Figure out what the graph tells you.- Were your questions answered?
Can others read the data on the graph easily?

Kii1111.
PI4MI
M MIS

11.4 :41 IN
KIK41:41:4

Is there a better way to show your data? Perhaps you will want to
reorganize your data and make another kind of graph, such as a lime

chart or a bar -graph histdgraW

This material is bawd tioim resew, h suppinted by the National Science f oundation

' under Grant No, SF D 69 01071, Any opinions, findings, arid conclusions or

egaC recommendations expressett m this faubhcation are those of the authors and do not
necessarily rellm I Me views of the Nabonal Science Foundatum e),(10

'NESE BOOKLET'S
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"NOW TO"

f

MAKE A HISTOGRAM

Do you have lots of measurements or number counts

froth many different people? Perhaps you have
measured eye-level heights to find out the best
heights to hang posters so that most children cen

see them easily. Or maybe you have counted the
number of right answers each child in your class

got on a test.

HAVE YOU READ

'HOWTD CHOOSE
WHICH GRAPH TO

Fo SE

OF DATA.

Do you wonder how your measurements or number counts will help you answer your
questions? You can make a HISTOGRAM.

WHAT IS A HISTOGRAM?

A histogram is a kind of ber,graph. It is a picture of the number of stimes

the same measurement or number count comes up or the same thing happens.
Each column in a histogram stands for a group of measurements'or number

counts. The height of the bar tells how many times those measurements or
number counts were listed in.the data chart. A histogram will help you see

patterns in the measurements you have made.
7 uii4

4
2
a

WHEN SHOULD YOU MAKE A HISTOGRAM?

Make a histogram when your meeprements or number counts are in groups or

when it helps to put.them into groups. Then your data are NUMBER COUNTS

and GROUPED MEASUREMENTS or other NUMBER COUNTS.

f tit
1

momimminowlimmindmumnolommisimimm
1 t

NUMBER COUNTS AND GROVPCDMEASUREMENTS"NUMBER
COUNTS

This booklet will help you decide how to make a'histogram that answers the

questions you have.

WHAT'S INSIDE - PAGE

HOW MANY SCORED HIGH ON THE TEST? 2

WHAT_IS,THE BEST HEIGHT TO HANG POSTERS? 5

HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE TO FIND THE LIBRARY? k 8

HOW MANY OF EACH SIZE BELT SHOULD WE MAKE? 10

THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND ABOUT HISTOGRAMS 13

,..,11Mmi

01977 by Education Development Center, Inc. All rights reserved
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HOW MANY SCORED HIGH ON THE TIST?

Supposa you.want to know how all the students in

your class scored on a test. 1e test has eight

questions on it.

You count the number of right answers each student made. Here are the numbers

for,24 students.

AM,

Number of Right Answers

5 2 7 3

6 6 7 ' 4

3 6 4 5

7 4 5 4

6 8 5 6

5 6 6 7

,

You have lots of numbers. What J.s an easy way to tell how many students

.
scored high on the test and how many scored low on the test? Yowcan count
the number of students who got 0 right, I right, and so on. You can tally

on a data chart like this.

SCORES ON TE ST DEC.3
NUMBER OF IIIGHTANSWERS NUMBER or 511iDgNIS

0
i

,2 1

3 //
14 lin
5 fff4-
6) ll+f-11
7 . .. MI .

8

Pe
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The tally sheet looks like a histogram turned sidewayi. You can make A real

histogram. It will shoW the data better. Here is how to make one. First,

draw two lines on graph paper, One line goes across the bottom of the

,paper. The other line goes along the left side of'the paper. The bottot

line is called the horizontal axis. The side/line is called.the vertical
-

axis.

IfogisoNTAL Ata

=ter

The horizontal axis is for the number of right answers. The yertical axit

is for Ohe number of students. Label the two lines. Leave room to put

numbers near the lines.

Ifer

Nkrosow of Row A#PirEits

.t

Next, write'the numbers 0 to 8 in the spaces below the horizontal axis.
These numbbrs are for the nuther of right answers. Write numbers from

1 to 7 in ihe spaces along the vertical axis. These numbers are for the '

number of students.

,41

012.3vs. 6 7 8
Plioielkit of RsHT Aiisvitor$

44)13

3
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4

3

Now you are ready to put the data on the histo-

. grim. Look at.your data chart. One, student

gat 2 angwers right. Put an X iji the column $

marked 2 on the horizontal axis V

Two students got 3 answers right. Put two Xs in

the coiumn marked 3 on the horizontal 'axis.

2

t

LI

-x
1 2 3 4/ 5 6 1

X X
0 'i< .5; 4 7

Keep filling in Xs until-all the data'is on the histvgram. You have scores

from 24 students. There should,be 24.Xs qn'the'histogram. Now-put a titre--

on the graph. The finished.hIsiogram looks like this.

''4412

s'

4

'$
t
4G

e2

.0 / 2 $,) r i 7 e. .-

NWOIM OF MGM' 14,151velty

at
co 5

,
, X it

X X X

(

Wbat,does the tlistogram'tell you? :The tallest column is marked 6. 'More ,

studtnts got 6 answers rigWthan apy other number. You can also see from

the pAttern of Xs thatmost of the "Stddints. got more than _4 of the'8 answers

right One student got 2 right/and one student got 8 right.



WHAT IS THE BEST HEIGHT TO HANG.POS.TERS?

In the first example you made a histogram from data on NUMBER COUNTS and
NUMBER COUNTS. rach column showed one nilMber. In this example you make
a histogram from NUMBER COUNTS and MEASUREMENTS. You put the mpasurements
into groups before you make the-histogram.

--'Suppose that you,are making posters to advertise
different things 'to,bUy and sell to students'in

-*your grade. You wili"hang the posters in your
classroom, in thether classrooms, and in the .

hallway near your room. At what height should
you hang the posters so that othersin your grade
will be able to read them easily? You want tp
hang the posters'so that not too many students
will have to'look down at the posters and not
too nany studentswill have to look up at them.

First ypu need to collect data. You measure the height of each student in your_.
-class. Because you will be hanging the posters at eye level, you measure each
student from his or,her eye level to the floor. You read "HOw To" Round Off '

Data as,You Measure and decide to round off each measurement to the nearest
4entimeter. Here are the measurements you have made for 31 students.

e'r

EYE-4,EVEL HEIGHTS (cm)

137c1_40 133 146 -140

145 126 .141 142 134

133 139 134 150 ,138

138 146 137 147 140

151 140 131 141 135

151 141, 131 150 142

, 144

5

You have lots Of Inimbers. What should.you do with them? It will help to pui

the measurements into groups and then make a histogram. That way, you can see
whether there is a pattern to the ieasurements.

,

# What grouping should you choose for your histogramr That depends on the .

question you want to answer. For thys problem, you can put your measurements
tto groups of 5 centimeterp., A difference of 5 centimeters in height is big

ig
ugh to make some differen4 in how well someone can read a poster, but not

,Ao big that you can't.see the pattern in the measurements.
, y

1



6

Which grouping of 5 centimeters should you choose? Tou have to consider

two things. First, the dhortest height you measured is 126 centimeters.

The talleSt height is 151,centimeters. So you know that your groupings will

have to include both 126 centimeters and 151 centimeters. Second, when

possible the middle of each grouping should be a number ending in 5 or O.

These are' common numbers which.can be used to tell about the whole grouping.

The two things are taken care of with groups of:

PTh
123 133

0 124 1 129 134

125 130 135

126 131 136

127 t 137

138
139

140
141

142

123-127 128-132. 133-137 138-142

cm cm cm cm
1-

143 148

144 149

145 150

146 151
1521

\If]
143-147

cm

148-152
cm

Notice that the-groupings are equal; each has 5 measurements in it. The

groupings are arranged in order from smallest to largest. The middle of

each grouping is a number ending in 5 or O.

Now that you have made your groupings, draw two

lines on graph paper. The horizontal axis will
be forthe different groupingIs of heights you
measured in dentimeters. , Label that line-EYE-

LEVEL HEIGHTS,(cm). These are the measurements

you put into groups of 5 centimeter's. Write

the numbers in the spaces along the bottom line.

The -Vertical axis id for the number countS.

Label that line NUMBER OF STUDENTS. You can use'

either Xs or bars in a histogram. (Usually, we

use Xs when we cwx count by ones. We use bars

when we'count by,more than one.) In this booklet

we will use Xs. Write nuMbers beginning with 1

in 9he spaceeLbeside the vertical axis.

127-
127

12g...
/32

/33-
/

/3$-
/y2

113- /yg..
/47 1st

EYE- levet lif/&illf (c m)

123- lai- 133- /31fr P11- /a-
wl In /27 zn It7 Ira

eye.- LEWL HMO'S &RI)



Now the graph is ready to be filled in. You can tally your data right on the

histogram.- The first number is 137. Put an X in the column 133-137. The

next number is 140. Put an X in the column 138-142.

BYE-LEVEL HEIGHTS (cm)

(T)
145

, 133

138

151

151

133 146' 140

126 141 142 134

139 134 150 138

146 137 147 140

140. 131. 141 '135

141 131 150 142

144

or).
kw 3
Us 4
Olu
V.`a'!'

/ 23- /al- 133- IS.- /V3- P19,

Is7 131 137 IV* IV7

EY61Eves. tituors 0,9

Keep filling in Xs until you have shown all the data. Each X stands for one

student. You measured 31 students; so you should have 31 Xs.. Check your

graph to make sure that you do. Finally, put a title on your graph.

The finished graph'looks like this. What does

it tell you? You can see that more'of the
heights fall in the middle grouping than,in
any other grouping. The other heights are,
pretty evenly divided on either side ofAre
column. i

4
To make sure that the heights are evenly

1. 1

L
divided on either side of the middle grouping, %%38

you can find the median height. That is the Q
% 7

number that falls exactly in the middle of 1.
$n 6

the-data. (If you need-help, rPaa the hnoklPt

posTER Ht/6HT

12.

"How To" Find the Median.) The mediin measure- * 5
ment is in the 138 cm to,142 cm'grouping. You-

can think about the middle group as being le V
%I

about 140 centimeters, because 140 is
3

right tt

in the middle of 138 and 142. £ a
a

Now you know that you'can hang each poster so
that its center is 1404pentimeters from the
floor. That height win be good for most
people you measured. The posters may be a

bit too high for some students And a bit too.

low for others. But 140 centimeters is
probably as fair a height as you can find
for all the students in your grade.

,
(

I.
X

t
x

I_

_.

x 't Ng

xV
x x I,

X XXX
X X X x X

X X X XXX
.123. in- 111%-

ial la% in if: lin In
EYE-IIPIL 1016H Ts (C
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HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE TO GET TO THE LIBRARY?

.de
In the last example you used a histogram to find the median height. You can
also use a histogram to find out what measurements or nuMber counts qest
people had. You might want to findout what Scores on a test most children
had as in the first story in this booklet. Or maybe you want to find out
the time it took most children to find a certain place in the school. That

is what this example is about.

Suppose that many younger children in your
school get confused trying to fina the school
library. Your class wants to make signs to
help them find their way. But before you do,
you would like to see how long it takes some
first graders to find the library on their own.

Let's say that there are.8 first grade classes. It viould be too much work

to time all the children; so you pick a sample of 25 students. (If you

don't know how to pick a sample, read the booklet "How To" Choose a Sample.)
Then you make a starting point in the hallway near the first grade class-
rooms. With a stopwatch, you time each child aa he or she tries to find
the library from the starting point.

11111111111

nt47,

T4(

You decide to round off the measurements to the.nearest five seconds because
that is about as accurate as your'teasurement can be. Here is a list of the

times.

NUMBER OF SECONDS TO FIND THE LIBRARY
(rounded off to nearest 5 seconds)

60, 75,80, 100, 50, 95, 70, 75, 110, 60, 55, 75, 80, 85

,/ 65, 110, 95, 8'5, 85, 60, 70, 70, 85, 80, 90



Now how should you group your measurements? That depends on your purpose for
making the histogram. You want to.find out the time it takes most children to
find the library before you hang signs. You will then Wanl to compare those
data with the time it takes most children to find the library after the signs
-are up. So you want to have fairly. small groups. You might decide to have,,
each group include times within 5 seconds of one another. Yoursdata are al-

., ready in 5-sgcond groups because of the way you rounded off. You first make
a histogram with each roundedoff measurement in one column. Your histogram
looks like this,

k A5-
I.. .

g .

i .xl 3( )( x
X, itxxx )(

I

x X X_X_it xx x,A_ x_
sr. 4o SS 7. >s So sr 7o fr J. lor /to

rime .(sec:)
4 You decide that the graph looks too flat. It is- 4

hard to see a clear pattern. You decide to put at

two measurements in each column. Your next tti e4
histogram looks like this. 4 7

,

A

, X X

X X .

X X X ,

XXXX
X X X X X,X

se 10 70 8* 10
66- 75 Bs tr. 'Mc fie

TIP' ter (aW.)
This histogram lets you sea tle-,patrtern-ol-numhers in-a-may -that yould-be,hard-
to see fiom your list. You can follow the top X of each column to the side
number. That will tell youhow many children there were.in each time period.
You can see, for example, that 7 students took 80 or 85 seconds to find the .

library. You can tell from the graph'that nearly all"the children, 22 out of
25, took 95 seconds or less to find the library.

N6RLY AU.
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iiip TOOK 11:M SECONDS
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HOW MANY OF EACH SIZE BELT SHOULD WE MAKE?

When you are making things to fit a lot of people, you will probably need to
figure out ahead of time what sizes are needed and how many of each size to

make. This may happen if you are making aprons for the Design Lab, or tables

for your claseroom, or belts,or'slippers to sell at a school fair.

A histogram can help you see thp pattern of

measurements you have made. This exaMple

shows you how to use a histogram to answer

your questions.about sizes.

your class may want to make belts to sell to

other students in the school. How do you

decide what the sizes sbould be? And_how

many different sizes should you make?

[C3g670.1

6if g3 2a1141

First, u choose a sample of 30 children in the schoo

waists and round off the measurements to the nearest cent

list of the data you collected:

WAIST 'SIZES (nearest cent eter)

(-
66, 61, 65, 63, 65, 62, 71, 70, 67, 65, 74, 70

65, 75, 68, 61, 71, 65, 66, 69, 66, 71, 70, 64

76, 72, 70, 66, 72, 60

You measure their
meter. Here is a

You don't want to make a special belizfor each child. You decide to put

your dara into groups., Bat hoir-trig he groups- -bel To-find-out yov

measure the distance between two holes in the belt. You find that the dis-

tance is about 21/2 centimiters. You decide to put four holes in each belt.

You also decide to have two holes in one size overlap two holes in the next

size. Then you figure that the difference in,lengths will be 5 centimeters.

k-27.1. -44.2/2.

. by

k--
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You decide to put your data into 5-centimeter groups. That means that you

will have sizes for children whose.waists are about 60 centimeters, 65
centimeters, 70 centimeters, and so on.

'You still need to decide how many sizes to make and about how many belts

.to make in each size. You need to see the pattern of the measurements; so

you will make a histogram. .

Set up the graph as usual, with the horizontal axis for the Trouped measure-
ments (waist sizes) and the vertical axis for the number counts. Be sure to

label the lines.

WAist PUS (ca.)

You have already decided to put the measurements into groupings,of 5 ce4i-

meters, but which number should you start with? You can see from the libt

that the smallest waist size is 60 centimeters and the largest is 77 centi-

meters. Your groupings will have to include both 60 centimeters and 77

centimeters.

5

Make the first -grouping 58-62,centimeters. It

will take care of five measurements: 58, 59,

60, 61, and 62 centimeters.' The middle number
is 60. This grouping Will be for the children
whose waists are about 60 cm.

47

Alley r *0
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Then the next grouping will go from 63 to 67

centimeters. That will take-care of the
children whose waibts are about 65 cm.

St is 43-4 7

Aeon- io Naar

Keep doing this until you have all the group- 4

ings of 5 that you need. Fill in the side
,6

numbers. Then you aie ready to draw the 65
histogram. WtY

1m

tot a 2

For each'measurement in your list of data,

make an X in the correct column. The

finished'histogram looks like this:

WAIST. SIZEt, (cm)
kt0
Chi

66, 61, 65, 63', 65, 62, 71, 70:67, 65, 74,' tt

70, 65, 75, 68, 61, 71, 65, 66, 60, 66, 71, ,

70, 64, 76, 72, 70, 66, 72, 60

There are four columns. That means that you

should make at ,least four sizes.of belts.

Your groupings included waist sizes of a

.sample of atudents. A few students not in

the sample might have waist sizes amaller

or larger than those measured. For these

attdents you might make belts to order

rather than have very small or very,large

belts on hand. ,.

0 it

A

th CI- 61- 73-
43 67 7z 77

WAsst stlES en)

..111.

X X

x X
st- 49- 71
4: 67 71 77
vow' sizes 0NO

rs
AC)

A



The two middle columns in the histogram are the highest. That means that you
should make lots of belts to fit people whose waists are about 65 centimeters
and about 70 centimeters. The columns on the ends are much shorter. You
don't need to make many belts-in those sizes.

\
WE WEED LOTS

OF BELTS 65 AND 70
CENTIMETERS LONG.
sur A LITTLE LESS
THAN HALF AS MANY
BELTS 6O`AND76
CENTIMETERS LONG.

;

mOuOnOoteneolloftendloOrOliftertOo0o0O0u0o01104101d0h0fifteofteilOoft0.0.0.0,40410kOLW0110.0.0AlkOhWOLOu0hOPOWOH OHO

0 '

THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND'ABOUT HISTOGRAMS

IS A HISTOGRAM THE BEST GRAPH TO SHOW YOUR DATA AND ANSWER YOUR QUESTIONS?

Is one part of your data NUMBER COUNTS?

' Is the other part of your data NUMBER COUNTS or MEASUREMENTS?

Do you have 15 or,more measurements?

If your answer to all three questions is "yes,h "a histogramis ,probably a
goo grap to ma e.

13

If you answered "no" to AF question, you might want to make another kind of

graph. The booklets "How To" Choose Which Graph to Make for One Set of Data
and "How To" Use Graphs to Compare Two Sets Of Data might help you elnd a
better graph for your data.

WHAT KINDS OF QUESTIONS CAN A HISTOGRAM HELP YOU ANSWER?

What is the b st height to put posters,
chalkboards, o a pencil sharpener?

I 9
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How many seconds does it'take most
first-graders to find the,library?
Most children to cross the stret?

How many of each size belts, or .

caps or wristbands should we make? .

How many of each size swings or
monkey bars shbuld we buy?

THINGS TO REMEMBER WHEN YOU DRAW YOUR HISTOGRAM

1. Draw the axes carefullY. Follow the lines

of the graph paper. Write what each of the

'axes stands for.

2. The vertical'axes is for the number counts.

A histogram an have either Xs or bars. If

your graph Iil1 have Xs, write the numbers

beside the spaces.

If you don'tihave enough spades on the side
linelor all your Xs, you can make each
space,stand Or more than one number.
Then you can make bars instead of Xs.
When you have,bars, write the.number
beside the lines.

3. The horizontal axis is for your grouped
measurements or number counts.

Decide how bigi.your grouping should be.
Does the question you are asking tell
you how big the groups ahould be?

IX1xx



Decide,where each group should begin

and end. If they are large groups
try to have a number ending in 5 or
0 in.the middle of each group. Make

suye there is al place to tally every

piece of data froth the smallest to

largest.

Write the groups in order from smallest
.to largest under the spaces%

4. Put your data on the graph.

isf Is). /ie. Ivo. Irt.
127 va. 137 Ii. Pe7 /ea.

5. Make up a title for_your graph so that Others will understand what it shows.

THINGS TO THINK ABOUT AFTER YOU HAVE MADE YOUR HISTOGRAM

Figure out what the graph tells you. Were your questions

answered? Can others read the data on the graph easily? What

patterns do you see?

.Is there a better way to show your data? If your histogram .

is too flat and wide, you may want to.collect m7re data or
make larger groupings.

THIS HISTOGRAM
DOESN'T ANSWER
MY QUESTION#
IT'S TOO FLAT

Nommum mom
11174101111121MII2IM
EIEMEILIEMEirom

'If your histogram is too tall and narrow, you may wariCto group
your meas4rements another way.

THIS HISTOGRA
DOESN'T TELL
,ME ENOUGH.
irt TOO

t:!) NARROW.

Villrt19
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WOW TO"

MAKE A LINE GRAPH

DO YOU WANT TO COMPARE A SERIES OF MEASUREMENTS COLLECTED FOR DIFFERENT TIMES,

WEIGHTS, OR DISTANCES?

You may ant to keep rack,of how the tempdraeure lhanges during the day.

You may want to find ut how your plant grows pver a period of several

weeks.. Yo ay /fan to fin0 out how fast a model car rolls*when it starts

at different on a hill. You may want to find out how much an
eladtic stretches for different'weights.

If you want to know how,.several measurements compare with one another, you can

make a LINE GRAPH.

WHAT IS A LINE GRAPH?

A line graph is a pictuxe of a series of meaSurements. It can tell you how

sometliing is growing,or how it is changing. A line graph is special because
it helps you find extra information,that you didn't know about when you

started. .

.

Making two line graphs can help y6u compare two sets of data so that you

can get even more information.

1

r r ,

t t, , t t

WHEN SHOULD YOU MAKE A LINE GRAPH?

You can make a line graph when both parts of your data are measurements.
The.measurements might be times and weights or heights, times and tempera-
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This booklpt will show you how to make line graphs that will answer ihe
questions you have.
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WATCHING A PLANT GROW

Suppose that student6 in your class are'planning to grow plants to sell at a

school fair. You will grow the,plants from seeds. Then, when the plants are

8 centimeters tall, you will put them into larger pots and sell them. You ,

wonder thow long before the fair you should plant the seeds so that they will

be ready for repotting at the right time.

_Let's say that you'pint a seed on Thursday. When ,

you come back to school on Monday, you check the pot.

- It looks the same as it did on Thursday and Friday.
You check,again on Tuesday. Nothing seems tip have

,happened. On Wednesday, the sixth day since you
planted the aeed, you See a tiny green stem and
the beginnings of two leaves. Your plant has

sprouted. It is two centimeters high.

You set up a data chart. The day you planted the seed can be called Day O.
Because the seed didn't come up right away, the plant's height was 0 centi-

meters. It stayed 0 centimeters for Days 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. On the morning'

of Day 6, the plant was 2 centimeters high. The first six lines on the chart

are not very interesting, but the last line has given you some hope.

MY PLANT'S GROWTH April 7

Days Since Planting Height (cm)

0 (Thursday) 0 .

1 (Friday)
2 (Saturday) '

.0 ,

,

.

3 (Sunday) -

4 (Monday 0

5 (Tuesday)
6 (Wednesday)

0

2
- .

x. DIDN'T CHECK
THE POT ON SATURDAY
Alp SUNDAY, BUT I

KNOW NOTHING
CAME UP

The plant keeps growing. You continue to check the height at the same time

each day, measuring to'the nearest half centimeter.

Here is the bottom part of the data chart.

6 (Wednesday)

7 (Thursday)
8 (Friday)
9 (Saturday)

10 (Sunday),
11 (Monday)

12 (Tuesday)
13 Oiednesday)
14 (Thursday)
15 (Friday)

1
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" By Friday, the 15th day, the plant is 7 centimeters!'tall. "The plant seems to

be growing fasti" you think to yourself. "In another couple of days it will

be ready for repotting."

You measure the plant the first thing Monday morning. It is 9.5 centimeters

high. "My plant shot up 2.5 centimeters over the weekend," you say. !"1 had

better pot it right away, since it's already taller than 8 centimeters."

As you repot it, you wonder on which day of the weekend the plant was' really'

8 centimeters tall:

pays Since Plantin Height

1 (Thursday ) 6

15 (Friday) 7

16 (Saturday)
17.(Sunday)
18 (Monday) ' 9.5

. -
You can peke a graph to find out. Both parts of your data are measureients.

One measurement is time:, the number of days since the seed was planted. The 4

other measurement is height: the-number Of centimeters tall'your,plant is.

So you know that you can make AINE GRAPH. Here is how to do it for youi

data.

Draw two lines on graPh paper. The bcittom line

is the HORIZONTAL AXIS, and the side line is

the VERTICAL AXIS. Label the horizontAl axis
DAYS,SINCE PLANTING and the vertical axis
HEIGHT (cm). tb

vERT04° W
'Fiste

HOR I ZON TAL AXIS

Write numbers for the days and far the height.

In a line graph,,you should write the'numbers
beside tbe lines of the graph, not in the

spaces,, The tidk marks will show which- lines

the numbers are for.

,
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NOw.you can_start marking the points on th
graph. Tbe'data for the first .sbAays are
nearly the same. On Days.0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and

5 the seed Adn't come up at all. Tbe height

of the plant was O. Draw dots at the 0
.marks for those days. On Day 6, the

heiabt was 2 centimeters. To mark that
:point, go overIo Day 6 and up. to the

.2-centimeter marking. Make a large dot at
the Point where thote lines meet.

On Day 7, theplant was 2.5 centimeters tall:
Go over to Day 7 and up. to 2.5 centimeters.

Draw a dot halfway between the marking for
2 centimeters and 3 centimeters.

-Then fill in the rest of tle points.

When you finishylotting-the.pOints,,
,draw a smooth line 6lat goes through
all or most of the points. The line

.1 doesn't have to go through every-

'point,because there are al-ways
errors in measurement. Also, the
line shouldn't have any sharp bentis
in it. Here is how the graph looks

'for all the days up to Day 18.

- .

Ihe line,you zw is a pictUre of the
,Arowth Of our plant. It should tell
-ybu wheti:.the plant grew quickly and

Wbect iCdidn't grow at all. But

liaian you tell on which day the
'r plant-was 8 centimeters tall?-

.
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Find 8 centimeters on the HEIGHT line.
Then run your finger along that line until

you hit'the line of the graph. From there,

run your fingelr down to the DAYS SINCE

PLANTING line. You have ended up between

Days 16 and 17. That means that your
plant probably reacried 8 centimeters
late pn the 16th day'*.after you planted

//the seed. The 16t1 day wasSaturday.

IS KIND OF RANT
TAKES ABOUT 16 DAYS
TO REACH A HEIGHT

Or 8 cm.
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You,have just figLired out a piece of data you haven't measured by looking
1?etween the.points of the data that you have measured. This is called

inter olation. In this example, you didn't knof on which day your plant was

centimeters'tall. But you fould find out by looking at the line graph you

plo ttd. Points on the gr-gph ghowdd when the plant was 7 centimeters tall

and wV n it was 9.5 centimeters tall. Then you used the line on the graph

to fin out possible measuremehta between those points.

ONOINItufbilbufbifibMIIINOWIIMOullhienenenollhetteniienet.fillititeheolehetreitici, 0...t.eli 11fillIki,611140110ite,,O.Iitesterieo00111

WHEN WAS IT HOTTEST?

The last example showed you'how to use a line gr-aph to interpolate a possible

measurement smaller than the largest measurement. This example shows you how

to interpolate data to find the largest measurement.

Suppose that your part of the country is having a heat wave. It has been hot

for many days in a row and some weather records have been broken. One day,

you decide tb keep track of the temperature every two hours, starting at 8:00

in the morning and ending at 10:00 at. night.

At.the ens' of the day your data chart looks like this:

TODAY'S TEMP RATURE July 31
,

,,..

Time

Temperature
(Degrees Celsius)

8:00 A.M.

10:00 A.M.
Noon _ )

2:00 P.M.

4:00 P.M.
6:00 P.M.
8:00 P.M.

10:00 P.M.
.,

26

29

32 *

34 ,

_ 34

33

30 -

29
1

You decide to make a line graph to show how the temperature changed throughout

the day. You want to see if you can find anything interestink about the times

for whfch you.have no data.

First, you'set pp the graph by drawing

a pair of axe's oh graph paper. The hor-

izontal axis is for,the time. Label it

TIME OF DAY and Write the' times -under

the lines. ,Notice that the numbers are
spaced evenly'along the horizontal axis.

,

a

2 0
Eo 8 4,- :az

TIME OF DAY
a

.
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V.

The vertical axis is for the tempera-

tures. Label it and fill in the numbers 11.1

oc 32opposite the tick marks. Because the
Z1

temperatures on your'data chart are 26
1--3degrees Celsius or higher, you don't cc

have to start with 0 degrees on your QC
graph. In this example we begin with u12.8
24 degrees. 0-

Ea
1.8.1

I-:

.
/

. 24

06
02.
0
2 cil ...9 45

00

Now you are ready to plot the points.

At 8:00 A.M. it was 26 degrees. Find

8:00 A.M. on'the TIME line and then go

122. to 26 degrees. Make a large dot

where those lines meet.

Then plot the next point: Go over to

10:00 A.M, and up. to'29 degrees.

Keep plotting points. When you have

plotted all the points, draw a smooth
line that Foes through.all or'nearly
all of the points.

The finished graph looks like this. TA.L.

draw a line with no shaxp bends in it,

you had to go above 34°C.between 2:00 P.M.

and 4:00 P.M. You went above 34°C just V3q
enough to make the line smooth:

\

You can see that as the day went on, the oc 32

temperature got.higher. iThen it reached g
a peak just above 34°C and began to fall. 4:,30

You can also tell that it was as hot at cc

10:00 at night as it was at 10:00 in the uJ No

morning. Ct.

.1.11 A6
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"At what time was the temperature highest'?"

you might wonder. You can interpolate from ul 32.
the graph to figure that out. Find the peak

OC
of the curve.. Run your finger down in a
straight line to the TIME OF`bAY line. You )- 30

end up at a point that is about halfway cc

OC
between 2:00 P.M. and 4:00 P.M. go you can ui 28
say that the temperature was probably highest Q.

around 3:00 P.M. that day. Z 46
Making a.lineozaph helped you find out
information thatIyouodidn't have on the 2r0 C5 2 C) 0 C)
data chart. The reaeon that you can inter- 0

J!
) 5?

0
polate is that the spaces between the lines 6; :t

cz.

,t f 4' vih

in your measurements Ihke sense.

TIME OF oily
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Let's say that your pit was planted on January 7 and your friend's pit was

planted on January 18. You agree to meaSure the heights every 5 days. ach

of, you makes a data chart.

JIM'S AVOCADO Jan. 7

Days Since Planted
in Soil

Height
'(cm)

0

..,

0

5 2

10 5

15 . 9.5

20 12

25

30 -

,13
14

, 35 14.5

LOU'.S AVOCADO Jan. 18

Days Since Planted Height

in Soil (cm)

0

,

0

5, 1

10 1.5

15 3

20 4

25 6

30 9

35 12.5

You cin see from the data charts that on
16

the 35th day, one avocado is.14.5 centi-
meters tall and the other.is 12.5 centi- 14

meters tall. That is a difference of

,2 centimeters. But you would like to
a

compare how fast each of the plants greit: ° 10
You will make two line graphs to compare 4-
their rates of growth.

8

6
Set up the graph. Label the,horizontal

Ill 4.
axis DAYS SINCE PLANTING and write the 0:
numbers along the lines. Label the ver- 2

tical axis HEIGHT (cm) and write the
numbers for the height. Since the plants

started at a height of 0, you should begin
with 0 centimeers on the vertical line.

bAys .SINCE PLANTING

Using the data chart for Jim's avocado, you plot the points. You connect the

points with a smooth line. Then you plot the gpints for Lou's plant and con-

nect those points with a smooth line also. The two finished graphs loOk like

this.. What do they tell you about how the plants grew?

0.44111
11

Plippormw
5 10 /5 .20 25 30

DAYS SINCE PLANTING



You'can tell at a ilance that the curve for Jim's plant is higher than the
curve for Lou's plant. That means that on any given day after planting, Jim's
plant was taller than Lou's. You can also see that the two graphs share only
one point in common. On Day Ot when each plant was first put into the soil,

both heights were 0. (The point where the horizontal and the vertical line

meet is called the origin. So the two graphs start out at the origin, but they

don't meet again.) Any time after Day 0, the plants were never the same
height.

Look at the graph for Jim's plant. It rises steeply for the first 20 days and

then it levels off. That means that the plant grew pretty quickly at first,

and then slowed down. You could predict that after Day 35 the curve will
proJibly get a bit higher, but it will not shoot up as quickly as it did before.
Yo can say that the plant's rate of growth has slowed down and will probably

vel off at some time.

Now look at the graph for Lou's plant. It starts off much mord--slowly. The

curve isn't as steep as it is for Jim's plant. That means that Lou's plant

grew more slowly. tut notice that at about Day 20, the curve gets steeper.

Even at Day 35 it still seems to be rising: Lou's plant has grown quickly

from Day 20 to Day 35. You could, predict that Lou's plant will continue to

grow quickly. In fact, Lou's plant might be as tall as Jim's plant in about

thred more days. Then the graphs might look like this:

,

_,
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1jjf4--
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I
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11
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,

_.....eitill
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I

t t f
t-

1

U
+ t -1---

Ivy

5 15 10
DAYS SINCE PLANTING

a 30 35 40

There is no way to tell'for sure, but you can make a pretty good guess about
what will happen to each of the plants, just by looking at the graphs of how

theSi have grown.

When you look at the line graph to predict other measurements beyond those that
you know, you are using extrapolation. When you extrapolate, you make a guess

,about where the next points might b44 You base your guess on what you know

'about the graph so far. You must be careful when you extrapolate because the

direction of the line might change and make your guess wrong. When you ex-
trapolate, you should have a large number of points already on your graph.
You should never extrapolate from just four or five points.

GO

9
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TESTING THE SPEED OF A MODEL CAR

Suppose that you and some friends have become interested in how fast model
cars iravel across-a level floor when they start off on a hill. One person
thinks that how fast a car rolls depends on how high on a hill it starti off.
Others are not so sure, so you decide to do an experiment.

You make a wooden ramp like the one shown below. You fix it so that the top

is 150 centimeters from the floor. Tben you make equal markings on the ramp

to show the height from the floor every 30 centitheprs. You make a START line

on the level floor at the bottom of the hill. YoT mark a STOP line 5 meters

from the START line.

You begin the experiment. First you put the car at the top of the ramp and

let go. The car rolls down the.ramp and acrosa tha floor. When the front of

the car crosses the START line, you start a stopwatch. When the front of the
car crosses the STOP line, you stop the stopwatch and read the time. Then you

compute the speed of the car. (If you need help in doing this, read the book-

let "How To" Find the Speed of Things.)



Each time you start the car at a different height on the ramp. Each time you
figure out the speed. Here is what you have found.

ROLLING A MODEL CAR "Nov. 20
I

Height Started Speed of Car

(cm) (cm per sec.)
,

150 460

120' 420

90 380

60 270

30 170

You would like to see how the speed changes, so you decide to make a line graph.

Set up the graph by drawing a pair
of axes: Put the height along the
horizontal axis and the speeds along
the vertical axis. Label each axis
and fill in tle numbers. Notice
that each space along the bottom
'axis stands fat 10 centimeters.
Each space along the side axis
stands for a speed of 30 centi-
meters per second.

Then, using the data chart, plot
the points. The finished graph
looks like this.
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You can see that as the numbers
for the height get larger, the
numbers for the speed also get
larger. That means that when
the car started at the top of
the ramp its speed was faster
than when it started at the'
middle or the lower part of
the ramp.
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Look at the part of the graph

near the origin. What do you

suppose would happen if you
started the car at a height of

0 centimeters? Common sense.

tells you that the car,wouldn't

roll at all. Its speed would

be 0 centimeters per second.
So you pan plot the point for
0 centimeters height, 0 centi-
meters per second speed. That

point is at the origin.

It

/11

30 60
HEIGHT

Measurements for very short heights and very slow speeds wOu1d bg almost im-

possible to make, but the point at the origin helps you draw the line for your

graph. You draw a sulobth line through or near all the points. The point at

the origin connects to the next point with a smooth line.

You can interpolate othtr data filial

this line graph too. For example;

you can tell about how fast the car

will go if you start it at a certain

height. Or you can tell about how
high to start the Zar if you want

it to go a pertain speed.
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Of ,couise, these measurements may
be very hard to make and there may
be many errors in acturm, but the u 2
graph does give you a rough picture

of how the speed changes. ..1 CI
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DEFINITIONS

Horizontal Axis

This as the bottom line of the graph.
In a line graph, you usually put the
measurement that you change (like
months or days or time) along this
axis.

Vertical Axis

This is the side
In a line graph,

numbers that you
height or weight
.alone this axis.

Origin

VERTICAL
AXIS

line of the graph.
you usually put the
have meagured (like
or 'temperature)

This is the point on the.graph
where the two axes meet.

Interpolate

To guess certain measurements that
you don't know by looking between
'the points,on the graph that you

have measured.

A line graph lets you interpo4te
because the,measurements between
the ones thatlyou have marked make
sense.

16

14

13

o 5 /0 15
DAYS SINCE PLANTING.
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Extrapolate

To guess certain measurements beyond the ones that youltnow by looking at the
pattern of the points on the graph.

MY PLANT WILL13
AS TALL AS JIMS
iN A FEW tAYs.

16
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0 5 lo 15 20
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Slope
.

This is the steepness-bf a ;tine. 'Jr1 this

graph, the line for Jim's plant has a
greater slope than the line for Lou's plant
because the line marked Jim's is*steepq
than the line marked LoWs. e
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THINGS,TO KEEP IN MIND ABOUT IINE'GRAPHS

IS A LINE GRAPH THE BEST GRAPH TO SHOW YOUR DATA AND ANSWER YOUR QUESTIONS?

Are both parts of your data measurements?

Do you want to find out how something is growing or changing?

If,your answer to both questions i "Yes," a line graph is probably a good
graph to make.

If you answered "no" to either question, you might want to make anothet kind

of graph. Thq booklets "How To" Choose Which Graph to Make for One Set of
Data and "How To" Use Graphs to Compare 'No Sets of Data might help you find
a better graph for your data.

THINGS TO REMEMBER WHEN YOU DRAW YOUR LINE GRAPH

1. Draw the axes carefully. Eollow

the lines of the graph paper.
Write what each of the axes stand
for.

I0

9

8
2. Put the measurement that you change. 7

along the horizontal axis. Put the ç 6
thing that you are measuring'along V
the vertical axis. . v 5

.4.

3. Write the numbers alopg the lines, 1C '

not in the spaces. The tick marks 0 3
will show what lines the numbers

'stand for.

4. If you don't have enough room on
the graph paper, make each space
stand for a difference of more
than one unit of measure.

5. To plot a.point, go over to the number
on the horizontal axis and then tjp to
the number on the vertical axis.
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6. Be sure to have enough points so that you can tell what the.pattern looks

like.

7. Draw a smboth line that goes through a 1 or nearly ail of the points on

your graph. Don't make sharpbends. Because there are small errors in

all measurements, some of the points may not be right on your line. If

some points look as if they fall way 'outside the pattern, check your

measurements again.
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8. Try to figure out what the graph tells you. Can you use, interpolation to

guess what might be happening between the points that you have plotted?

Can you use extrapolation.to guess what might happen beyond the points

that you have plotted?;

c:40

Thls material is based upon research supported by the National Science Foundation under' Grant No. SED69-01071. Any opinions,

tedc findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this pubh..ation are those of the authors ang do not necessarily reflect
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"HOW TO"
A CONVERSION GRAPH

MAKE A' CONVERSION GRAPH IS ALSO
A LINE

,

, GRAPH.
EE "HQW. s

DO YOU HAVE MEASUREMENTS IN ONE UNIT
1

TO" MAKE A LINE GRAPH,
THAT YOU NEED TO CHANGE TO A DIFFERENT .

UNIT?

Perhaps you need to change servings to quarts to make a large quantity of
soft drink. Perhaps you have temperature measurements in Fahrenheit degrees
that you want to change to Celsius degrees. Perhaps you have found the
speeds of cars ix1 meters per second, and you need the speeds in miles per
hour. Then.you can make a CONVERSION GRAPH. ,

inn
-41

,7gr..rAiry,
irat.

114;spi,elk;

5 c.

/

WHAT IS A CONVERSION GRAPH?

..A conversion graph is a line graph that tells ,you what measurerwts in one
unit are in a different unit. It tells you how t'ci change--

servings,to quarts
ounces tO qua'rts

Fahrenheit aegrees to Celsius degrees
. centimeters to spaces on a scale drawing .

meters per second to miles per hour

and many oebers.

This booklet will show you how to make several diffFrent conversion graphs.

AHAT'S INSIDE fAGE -

HOW MUCH DRINK TO MAKE: CHANGING ERVINGS TO QUARTS 2
..

WHAT'IS THE TEMPERATURE?: CHANGING FAHRENHEIT TO CELSIUSII 7

USING A CONVERSION GRAPH WHEN MAKING A SCALE DRAWING "Tt 10

HOW FAST WERE Inc GOING'? . 12

THINGS TO REMEMBER WHEN MAKING A CONVERSION GRAPH , - 14
.

(01977 by Education Development Center, Inc. All4rights reserved
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To find out how many 5-ounce servings are in 1 quart, or 32 ounces, you
divide 32 ounces by 5 ounces: ,

,_64
5 13Z0

30 , %it et = 6.4 Servils
20

You find that there are.6.4 servings in one quart. You could use that as

one of your points, but 6.4 may be hard to find on your graph. You can
get another point by multiplying by 10. You found that

so that

6.4 servings = 1 quart

64 servings = 10 quarts

You can double this to get another point:

128 servings = 20 quarts. .

This amount, 128 servings = 20 quarts is.good to dee because it is close to

92 servings.

That gives you the three points you need to draw your conversion-line.

You have

0 servYls raris
6.4 seyvivits .= 10 lckar4S

1 28- serv*Irtts = o ',warts
m

, - . .

But you still have to number the axes. How will you do this? 'Youyant the

line you draw to be as long as possible. It will be,mote accurate that

,mey. This means that you should go up aboilt as many spaces for 1 quart as

youlgo over ror 6.4 servingb. The number of spaces do not have to he
exa6tly the same,,but they should be close to the same.

How many epaces should you use for 1 quart?
You'Vould let 1 space stand for 1 quar,or
2 spaCed, or 4 spaces, or gerheps more. But

remember that you must go all the way out to 20 .

quarts. So don't use too many epaces for /
quart, or you'll go off the 'edge of your graph

paper. .Here, you can let 2 spaces stand for

1 quart.1;

.
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WHAT IS THE TEMPERATURE? CHANGING FAHRENHEIT TO CELSIUS

Suppos you have measureC the tempera-
ture at five different places in your

classroom. Your data look like this:

o,De Locati.vt TevAtt..-a.ty:4

Jo.A.21 - Tecktkevls De:I< 14° C.

AO
tolklows
Bts;4t aoit

14° F,
2.86c,

cal4ftet 81' F.
c-6..116.kvi 22. C.

You want to compare the temperatures,

but they are in,different units. Three

of your thermometers are Celsius ther-
mometers and two of them.are Fahrenheit.
You need to convert your Fahrenheit
temperatures to Celsius.

A conversion graph will help you to do

this. ft will tell you what 79 degrees
Fahrenheit iS in degrees Celsius end

what 81 degrees Fahrenheit is in
degrees Nsius.

First draw two lines on a piece of

graph paper. Label the horizontal
axis FAHRENHEIT and label the vertical

axis CELSIUS.

'Before you,can put on,the numbers or
draw the donversion line, you need to
know what three Fahrenheit temperatures
aretin degrees Celsi6s.

You may already know two of these.
Water freezes at 320'Fahrenheit or 00

Celsius. That's one temperature in

both units. Water boili; at 212°

Fahrenheit or 100° Celsius. That's

a second temperature in both units.
A third temperature in Both units .

is 68° Fahrenheit or 200 Celsids. This

is often called room temperature.
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Now you can convert from FahEenheit

temperatures. Go up from 79 F. to your
conversion-lind and oveE to die Celsius

axis. Yon'find that 79 F. is about

260 C. You can also find that 810 F. is

about 27°C. You can use all five

thermometers to measure temperatures
in your room and convert them all to-
Celsius using your conversion graph.

100

40

80

40

Z66
G

m

v 20
m

=MEM EMMEN
MEMMEMEM
MMEMMEMMUMM

211

MvAIMI"MOMM
MMM i MEMM
AMMUIPIIMM-MM
11UMMMOMMEM
wwmixem M
-A1M4MMMEMEM
ommvampimmumm
20 44 Vik lb

FAHRENHEIT
10 120 140 40

You can also convert Celsius to
Fahrenheit. The graph shows thaf
10°C is about 50°F.
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You can use these as the other points
that you need.

How do you'number the lines? Go out

the sate number of spaces for'25
centimeters as you go up for 1 space.

Let each space on the horizontal axis
stand for 25 centimeters. Numbeethe
CENTIMETERS axis out to 1 00 centimeters.

Let eaCh space on the side axis stand
for a difference of one space on your
scale drawing. Number the SPACES axis
up to 40. Your graph now looks like
this.

311I

Now you can put on the points to draw
your conversion line. First, put on

the point for 0 spaces = 0 cm. Then
put on the point for 4 spacep = 100 cm
and ihe.point for 40 spaces = 1000 cm.
Draw a straight line through all your -

points., Your,graph will look like this.

To find out how many spaces to Use for
the art table, just look on the graph.
It is 1;0 cm long. Go up from 178 cm to

- your conversion line. Ttien go over to

the side axis for spaces. You kind it

is about,7 vaces. You can make it

7 spaces on your drawing. The table
id 65 cm wide. Go up from 65.cm to
your conversion line,and over to the

' side axis. You find that it's about
2.5 spaces. You can make it 2.5 spaces
on your drawing. You can convert the
rest of your measurements to spaces
the same way.
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HOW FAST WERE THEY GOING?

. Your dlass may have measured the.speedi-
of several cars- in front of your school.
You want to know whether any of them
were going faster than the.,30 miles per,

hour speed limit. But your data look

like this. '

srazEt op C.AR Ai 13 3. I

CAR 1 MS TANCf I isithE 1.S Of-ED
k cse0 (*quo

A 4.0 I C-1
S I 30 ; 5
C. co I S /0

. 6S / 3

The speeds are j.n meters per second, and

you4want them,in miles per hour. You

can make a oonversdon,graph to find out
the speeds.in miles per'hour.

Draw two lines an your graph paper.
d

. 0
Label the horiiOntal axis METERS PER SECOND.
Label the vertical axis MILES PER HOUR. QC

Before you can number the lihes, ypti

Reed to know the three points to\graw ?
the conversion line. One ofthese
points is eaiy to.find. A car tbat .

isn't moving is going 0 meters per

sespnd. It's also going 0Miles per

hour. That's one point.

ONUMMOMMEM
UMENSIMME
MIIMMUMMEMM
OMMUMOIMMOMOMEMMEMM
OMMEMOMMVM
MMOMMOMMOOMIMMMEMOMMMM
MOMMIIMMEMM
MUMOMMOMME
MIXAMOMMEM
ONUMMEMMEM
MMUMMIIMMEMEMEMUME
MOOMMOMMME
WOMMWORMEM
ONMIIMMIIMME
MOMMEMOMME
MINIOMMIIMMO
MOMMMOMMEM
MEMEMINIMMEOMMNE
OMMMIMMEEN

MEMMEMOMMEMMEMMMMEMMOMMOMMEIMMOMMEM
MUMMEMMOMMMEM
MEMEMEMOMMEMORM
MMEMEMMOMMEMOMMMEEMOMOM
MMOMOMMEMMEMOSIO
OIMMOMEMEOVOMOMMEOMUMUMMEMENEMMEO
MOMMUMNOMMEMMEM
MREMMEMMEMOMOMO
IIIMMOIMMEMMEMMOMM
EMMEMMEMMEMEMEM
MEMMINIMMONMEMSM
MOMMEMEMMEMMOMMMMOMMOMMMMMMMEMMMOMOOMOOMEN
MOMEMMEMMENMEMMMMMMOMMMEN
OMMEMMIXEMMEMEMMMOMOMMEMOM
MMENEMEMMUMMEMM

ME TERS ,PER SECOND

To find two other poinis, yOu would have to change seconds to hours and meters

to miles. If you did that, you would find that 17 meters per second is very

close to 38 miles per hour. It is hot exact, but it is good enough for your

graph. That's your second point. You would also find that 21 meters per

second is very close tb 47 miles per hour. Thies your third point.

Now look at your data. The largest

speed is 13 meters per second. That is

smaller tban 21 meters per/ second,

which you will .use to draw your line.

You can see that you must.numberthe.
METERS PER SECOND axis out to 21. You

.would probably go out to 25.
. J

"re
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THINQS TO REMEMBER piEN YOU DRAW YOUR CONVERSION GRAPH

raw the axes carefully. Foillow

the lines of the graph paper.
bel each of the axes.

2. Find out how much three amounts in
one unit are in the other unit.
You deed at least three points to
draw yourlconversion line:

Choose one of the amounts ap that
one point will be as far out on
the grapb as the largest measure,-

ment you want to convert.'
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3. Number your axes so that the conversion line,is as lpdg as possible.. Go
out about as many spaces for the amount in one uuit'as you gd up for that

amount in the other unit. Make sure that the largest numbers you must

ube will fit on your graph paper.
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,

4. To plot a point, go over to the
number on the horizontal axis
and then .1.12 to the number on the

vertical-axis.

,

5. Draw a'sCraight line through your

.thfee poirits. Extend it as fir as,
you need in either direction,.

Aga

6. To .Convert a measurement, find the
measurement you want to conVert on
the axis for that unit. From there
go to %he conversion line. Then go
to ,the,other axisland read the

measuremedt in the other unit.

MA,

0.010

AA

A

i-f
14

//AAA 111/.1-

000

lilt
01.

NA AAA. AA a.*

1
AMA

Ni 1,
.f 4Ittl

40.
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: N

.
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.
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DECIDING WHAT KIND OF DATA Y01,1 HAVE
,

Use this page to decide what kind of data you have. Then read the examples
to decide which graph to use to compare your data.

0
Look at the data you have collected. Your data could be numbers or they could
be numbers and words. WHAT ARE THE PARTS OF YOUR TWO'SETS OF DATA?

A list of words? Tht could.be lists of people or tools or foods
or months. These can be called'SEPARATE ITEMS.

r--cootsogisz,.31
404.1

Nullibers? They could be numbers of cars or numbers of dhildren or numbers
times.something happens., These can be called NUMBER COUNTS.

)

* cHAiRs
.

ovhirie

riri-trt
-4,5

,

T4les IDr. temperatures or beights or weights; These can be called

MEASUREMENTS. You gan tell that they are measurements because each.

ntipiber .haye a unif,ilike degrees:or Centimeters or grams.

.1EMP

'0

Sometimes you may want to put yourimeasuiements together in clumps,
like 8-12 seionds or 411-50 grams.or 93-93'centimeters. Theu the

measurements'can be called GROUPED 10ASUREMENTS.
, , ,t . t

. .
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MAKING A LINE CHART

You may want to compere the same type of data
collected at two different times or places or,

from two.different'groups of people.
You may want to compare the morning traffic

in front of the school for a week with the
afternoon traffic for the same week.
You may want to compare the favorite flavors
of soft .drinks for two different grades.
You may want to compare which kind of
:playground equipment younger and older

children like
If you are trying to decide something like this,
your 'data will be SEPARATE ITEMS.and NUMBER

cOUNTS, you can make a LINE CHART. 'Then you

can dook Ahe ;data at once.

hLINE CHART' will make it easier to decide when
you need t6 pick a failorite thing for several -

groups, That's.what Eric ahd his friends find

3

out in this stdry.

Eric's class has raised enough money to buy a new piece of *equOment for the:

school.playground. Bat the class can't agree on whaf to get because everyone

hqs,4 different idea. Eric andlitwo of his/friends, Jennifer and Tom, want to

, find 04'wh1ch piece of ;equipment is used most.., They think that this will

'help the cl4ss,todecii1e.

- .

First, chey go to the grade 1-3 recess.
Jennifer Counte the number of children using

the swings.. Tom counts the number of chil-
.dren using ehe slides. Eric counts the:
ntimber of children using the monkey bars.

Their.aata look like this,

:

EQUIPMENT USED APRIL 2'
(Grades 173)

EQUIPMENT NUMBER OF
CHILDREN

Slides , 55

Swings 42

MonkeY Bars - -2,4



4 .t

Then thei go tAiilthe grade 4-6 recess and do

the same thing. They cggpt the number of chil-
dren using the slides, swings, and monkey bars.
The grade 4-6,1ist looks like thJs.

EQUIPMENT US,ED APRIL 2
'(Grades 4-6

WIIPMENT
' NUMBER OF

CHILDREN

Slides
. ;

Swings'

Monkey Bars

,

18

.' 38'

49

lEric, Tom, and Jennifer know what to do next. They make a bar graph,for

each set of data. The bar graphs look like this.

They look at the graphS. They see that grades 1-3 use the slides mosf, but

that grades 4-6 use the monkey bars the most. "What should we do now?" asks

Tom. "The different grades like different types of Rquipment. We still don't

111
- ce

dc

el

GRADES 4-6

r . 41,4-PMENT

know which piece of equipment to buy."

(if-)
1/4.1

4
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Eric has an idea. .!'We can make a line chart with our data. Maybe when we
see our data on the line 'chart, it will help us to decide. We can use.our
bar graphs to make the line chart. We made the scales and labels on the two

-bar graphs the eame; so a line chart will be easy to make." He puts the same
scale and labels on another piece of graph paper. The graph looks like..this.

se

tN
cl a itz

EQuIPmEt4Tr

. t

C

"Now we 'can put marks on.the graph showing where;the tops of the bars for
each bar graph go. We can use red dots to show where the tops of the bars go
for grades 13, and'green Xs to show where the tops of the'bgts go for grades
4-6. That way we can tell them apart."

Eric,puts the red dots first. He puts dne dot at 55 in the middle of the
column marked SLIDES. He puts ano her dot at 42 in the middle of the column
marked SWINGS, and a third dot at 2 in tbe middle of the column marked

MONKEy ,B14.01S. Now the.graph....12oks like this.
A

..

2:

1 ,

40

u.
So.

o go
actu io
d) 24)

3 1 0

Qt

2
. z

2(9
. / 0

EQOPMENr. t

"This graph looks just like the bar graphor grades 1-3 with the bays .

melted aaay," says Tom. '!Now I.suOpose we Can put on the g4.een Xs.. May I

do A?"

4

-

5



6

Tom puts on the green Xs. He puts a green X at 18 in the middle of the
column marked SLIDES. Then he puts on the other two green Xs. "What do irc
do now?" he asks. "Are we finished?" `W4

"There is just one more thing to do. We can
connect each set of marks with lines," says Eric.
"We can connect.the red dots with a solid red

It
line and the green Xs with a dashed green line. au
That will make the dots easier to see." Jennifer g
wants to help. She Ruts the lines on thegraph. 40
Then she labels.each line. Now the line chart
looks like thisc

v 416

su 400
10

*I
lo

to
10

2 w.

Jennifer looks at the finished line.chart.
"I think we should recommend swings," she says.
"All grades use swings a lot." Eric, Tom% and
Jennifer show the'line chart to the class. They
explain how they could tell from the graph that
both'Aroups use swings a lot even though both
groups use something else more. . They show the
class that swings are the1 secohd-highest point
on both lines. When the class votes, swings win
and so_the class uses their money to buy swings.
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MAKING A DOUBLE LINE GRAPH

ft

Maybe you have collected two sets of 'data that
each have two kinds of MEASUREMENTS. You may

want to compare
the heights of plants grown under two dif-
ferent conditions that gou measured eVery
week
the lengths of two.differ nt brands of
rubber bands as different weights are
attached to them
the hourly temperatures for two different
days

DO YOU KNOW How TO MAKE
A LINE GRAPH r You CAN FIND
OUT BY READING "1J0W TD"
MAKE A LINE GRAP .

If you are comparing two groups of the same kind
of MEASUREMENTS, taken over the same time peridd,
you can put allkof your data on a DOUBLE LINE ;-
GRAPH. Then it will be 'easy to compare how the
,two groups change Or grow. You Will be able to'
'decide' which group grows or ,changes more by '

looking'at the graph.

7

In this story,'three children use aodouble line.graph tip decide whether thy
should grow their planES in-the sun-or in the shade. .

Lila, Patrice, and Jerome are growing coleus far a plant sale:: They,want the
coleus to Arow fast. All their plants are b4ween 6 cm and410:cm tail. ImlaA

and Jerom* want to put all of the plantg in.the sun but Patrice thinks that'ttiey

. will grow better in the shade. They decide to.put six plahts in'the,sun and six 1

*"".4%... plants in the shade. They measure the six plants:in each .group every four.or
five days. Every time that they measure, they find the mean height of the plants
in each/group. After three weeks, their data look aike,this.

,

PLANTS 1N.SUN

NUMBER OF MEAN .

DAYS HEIGHT (cm)

_

0 7.7

7 8.2

12 9.0

16 9.6

21 , 10.5

PLANTS 'isi gHAbE

NUMBER' OF

.. DAYS.

. .

MEAN
HEIGHT (cm).

0

12

9,8'

1o..o
10.2 ..' '

10.5 '. .

10:6 . .

.
,,

..

Lula, Patrice, and Jerome lobk_at the Aata. The'arentt sure whith,group
grows faster. So they decide Po make a graph. They-think thab a 4r.a01 will,

make it easy to campare the two setsof data. `But ;hey aren:t.sure whaticind:
of graph to make for thpir data. :il.. ,

. . . .

. '.

OQ {ii

("r

r
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Patricetays., °If we hact,nly one of these sets of da , we 'could make a

line graph because NUMBER OF DAYS ana AVERAGE HEIGHT are Ioth MEASUREMENTS.

Should.we make a double line graph?"

11>Jerome thinks this is a good Idea. "Let's try"it," he suggests.

The group makes a double line graPh with their data. Firat they

the graph ihe points for the plants in the sun. They draw a smooth

throughor)sen those-points. The graph lboks like this.

.t

.0 d
IVA.10 :IP
r.5;7:1 ne;00/

/ nu/ d N4 '' -.11;/ APij WILMA

40,

" .
Then they put on the graph

.

the Eoints for*th

plants in the shade.* TherdrawAs
thraug4 oT;tear those poit ow the 6.44 is

finished. It Iclokvidle . 4"-

-
. a4 . -

.4 *4

14;

. It31a, ,,Terclm,e,and,Parle4 Lookat
thè'grap. 114"

"Lookl".says LOA. "The rira'for/the plarks

,in "the thade 04)

fox,the jilante-in the sur.i is slanting u.

. is steeper than'the line for. Plante:In.:the

shade."
a .

111
'Yes,"%says.JerOme. "The plantg in the;

re,
, sunlight are.growing ,faater. -IDey are gettillie,

taller. So-fha line is steep.. The plants In

`the shade are hardly growing at all. Their 141

:line is fmost ievel."': .

put on
line

4

111 Immolipppr
0 .

....--
L

,

/
0 1. it t. mil K. It. If * It;
:Numbest OF DANS

e

IMO .500- Pr-

''Hut PStrice'is puizled. "The line Tor_

plantt-in the shlide slartad outiligher.
t

What me.aoes that an?

A

is U. ki
OF DAIS

No at MP U.

11%



Lula knbws., "When, put,the Plantieln the'grbups, theplants we picked
to,put in the shade were.ealler than the Plants"we. pl.ciked tO7put in the sun.
S9 the sline for plants in shade starts out higher than the line for plants
in the'-dUn.1 But the plants in ihe stilgrew betterenywayeven though the

a #a
plants in the shade had a head start." f

t
. . °

'Patrice looks at 'th4 graph again..."I learned a lot frodthis graph. I

A
am going,fo show it io the'rest.of.th'e class-to prove that ail 4.the coleua

%plants should be.trown in the sun.T
, :

,.,

ILO

0 .2. 6 8 to 12.1116 1803,
NUMBER OF DAYS

. .

Jerome wonders whether their data really prove that coleus plants graci faster
in the sUn. "Maybe," he says;' "the tall coLeus.plants just'grow more sloNly

than the short plants." Then he checks by-looking at-the graph. "It looks .\

like tbe plants in the sun kept.'growingjaster e&en when they grew tall'. 8lit'1,,.

am going to keep meastiring the plantp to see whethei "the plints in the sun keep

growing fast when they getialler."'
,

.

1

4, g

$ , $

3

ol
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MAKING A DOUBLE HISTNIRAM

You may have collected two sets ofdata abopt the same things in two different

places. .You may have c011ected two sets of data about something before changej

were made and after changes were made.

Your data may be two sets of the same type of'

NUMBER COUNTS and GROUPED MEASUREMENTS. Or .

your data may be all numbec counts. Your data

may be_ts;+0 sets of the same type of NUMBER

COUNTS and NUMBER COUNTS.
The data mig\ht be crossing times of stu-

dentq at two different intersections.
'These data are'NUMBER COUNTS (number of

students) and GROUPED MEASUREMENTS
(crossing times).
The data might be scores from spelling
tests before studying thecwords by'a new

method and.after studying the'wOrds.
These data.are NUMBER COUNTS (number of
students with a given score) and NUMBER

'COUNTS (scores).
If your data are like these, you can make a

DOUBLE HISTOGRAM.

ADoking at the pattern'of the DOUBLE'HISTOGRAM
may help you gecide how much diffeeence there is

between the two sets of data. That's what the

,students in this story find out.
4

Rita's dlass is trying to.find out the best way to leacn spelling words.

The class has divided ipto groups totry different ways. Rita and her group,

Clem and Tyrone, have collected two sets Of data'bn scores from spelling

testa. They want to see.if playing the, spelling game that they made up.helped

one.grodp, to spell better.' Their data Iodic like this..

SCORES BEFORE PLAYING GAME SCORES AFTER PLAYING GAME 4

1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 3; 3, 3, %, 4, 5 .
4, 5,5, 5, 6; 6, 6, 6, '7, 7;, 8

.

Clem finds the middle score, or the median score forNach set of data: The

medians are 3 for "before" scores and 6 for "after" scores.

SCORES BEFORE
AcZ.Ict 3 XV4Y%-

5CO1ES_ :AFTER ;

A.6 iga(Xn<

4.
U5Q KO/ NUMBERS

YTS OF DA1

7

rry



Clem thinks that this proves that the speiling.game is a good way to learn,
but Rita and Tyrone disagree. They think tile medians are really foo close to
tell.

Rita says, If the medOns were further apart, we could be sure. But 6 and
3'are only 3-apart."

Tyrone saYs.'"I know another ay we can check the data'to be surei We can
- make histograbs of our data. We kan putthe two histograms on:the same graph.

Then we can compafe them with thes pictures."

Tyrone draws three diagrams on the botrd lo.show the'others what he' Means.
The diagrams lqok like this.

No, REAL C4401(,, DCAVY KNOW

M&D1ANS
ie

3 6

cgAN&E

Clem looks at the pictures. He says, '.'Now I see. Tfiese,are pictures Of-
histograms. When they are-apart, they shqw a change. When they are almost-
together, they show there has been no change. When they are not too close or .
too far apart, then we can't tell from our data if'there has been a change."

Clem, Rita, arid Tyrone make two histograms
Of tiheir data on thesame graph. They use Xs
for the scores before and Os for the scores
after. When they are finished, the graph
rooks like.this.

"The two.histograms only overlap'a little
bit," says Rita.

Clem is happy. "Nciw wecan say.that our
spelling'game really did make an improvement
in the group's spelling."

Rita's group thinks that they are finished.
But just then'Bill comes over.to their group-
to ask for help. "We have son& scores, too.
Our median's are close. We don't know what
to do."

A

fY3

Do YOU knowhow tomakesTh
a histogram? You 6an fthd
out by,reading "Hog To"

4Make A/Histogram.

ScogES AFT"' :
SCoRES WW2 : X

I I 1 1 I

111111111111i1111111111111

1111111111/M1111111
tist7110 0 MINI

tr4 o EMI
nnagJoinrinsi23V5 .-7-

SPELUW& iecIRES
,

I
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Tyrone looks at the data from Bill's group. It looks like this.

SCORES BEFORE

1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 4, 4, 5, 7, 8

111601 A h.)

SCORES AFTEA

.1, 3, 3, 4,

The medians.are 3 and 5. They are cmly 2

apart% Tyrone shows Bill's group how to make
two histograms of their data on the sime graph.
The histograms'look:like this. :

5, 6, 6, 8, 9

MEDIAN

t

Bill's. group is sad. ,Thehistograms don't 5GOIZES deForte: X
tell them much. They are not too close or

too far apart. The grbup can't tell whether ul.
there has been a change or not. Bill's group ' O.
decides to start with some new spelling words' od 4
and test their method again. 41/4) 5

Ea 2zo
1,9

24 3 .4 6 7.,

r--

4

MAKIN
rivk riirm

7.10t1E711 %/AID

SPECtilob SCORES

)4)

4,
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MAKING A Q-Q GRAPH

A q=q graph is a special kind of griph. .You can use a q-q graph to compare data
.that you have collected from two different places klir at two different times or
of two different groups of things. You can make a q=q graph to compare two.sets
of NUMBER COUNTS of.tbe same things taken under different conditions or to com-
pare two sets of MEASUREMENTS of th same thinge taken under different conditions.
'You can use a q-q graph to compare these things:

the number of belts made by Room 202 and
by Pooni 205 on several different days
the speeds of cars at two different
intersections
the heights of plants grown with plant
food'and without plant food.

You can use a q-q graph to look at more than
one'ihing about the data. It will help you sde
what is different about your sets of data.

'That's what ,Josette and her friends find out
in this stca-y.

Josette and hee friends Randy and Carmen are planning to grow plants for a
plant sale. Josette and Carmen want to buyplant food, but Randy thinks the
plants will grow just as well without plant food. To settle the argument,
Carmen'suggests that they try an experiment. She thinks they should plant
some seeds. Some of the seeds will get plant food and somd wilrget no plant
food. After the plants have come up, the group can measure the heights of the
plants to see which way is,better--plant fdod or no plant food.

-Josette and Randy think-that Carmen's idea is good. Josette:plants 15
seeds in'a box. She plans, to give theth 1 squirt of liquid plant food every
day. Randy plants 19 seeds in a box, Itoo. He waters his plants'every day
but.does not 'give them any plant food. Randy andsjosette put the boxes where
they will get the sa& amount of light. They make sure they give the seeds
the same amount of water. Then everyone waits.

,

KANT
FOOD
-ET-

.or

4

- About three weeks later; Carmen says that the planta look big enough to be
Measured. She measures the heights'of the plants with no plant food. Two of

, the planta in the NO PLANT FOOD group dult cdme up at all; so sh writes two
Os fotitheir. fieights.. .Then she meas res the heighta of the,plants t t ot
plant foo4.-'051e of the plants in t 4t group didn't'come up either; so she

heigbt as 0,.tdo. The d a look like this.
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HEIGHTS OF PLANTS WITH NO PLANT FOOD-(cm)

0, 0, 3, 2, 7,..5, 6, 4.5, 5..5, 6, 5, 6.5, 7, 8, 2.5,4

HEIGHTS OF PLANTS WITH PLANT FOOD (cm)

0, 0.5, 6, 8, 4, 7, 3, 10, 11, 6, 8, 5.5, 7.5, 5, 3

Jos te knows what to do next. She puts the data in order from smallest to
largest

,NO PLANT FOOD (cm):

PLANT FOOD (cm):

0,

0,

0, 2,

0%5,

2.5,

3, 3,

3,

4,

4, 4.5

5?-5.5.16e,

5.56, 6,

6, 7, 7.5,

6.5,

8, 8,

7. 7.5, 8

10,, 11

Then she finds the median for each set of data.

'NO PLANT FOOD (cm).:

410

, ,

PLANT FOOD (cm):

median

Josette is diaappointed. The Median heights are close: She tells her
friends, "V looks lik'd ;the plants do jiist as well mith no plant food, as they

da with plant food."

Rapdy smiles. "W4le we were waiting for the plants to get big enough to
measure, I asked the teacher how to compare our data. We can make a-q-q.graph. ,

If there is a differen , we will,be ableeto tell.

'

4A9 N9 X //\:, X ,* X
. . median

X X) 5)6, 6, x 7)(5, P4

e I

It

Randy'draws two number lines on a piece VD

of graph paper. He labels the horizontal
axis,HEIGHT OF PLANTS WITH'NO PLANT FOOD, 3" I

..and :the vertical axis HEIGHT OF PLANTS

WITH PLANT FOOD. The graph looks like
6 4rthis.

vs 7

ThenT.Randy.taket the twa sets'of data
and lines the'm up next to.each other so that
the,first numbers.are Matched, the second
pumpers are matcheand so forth. .The
da0 book like thisP a

t. t"

. 0 .

MIN.

'
.

I.

41

IN

4

. , r

..e. 'asetie.III
0. 1 1 3 of 5.4 it 1 18 ill

I

s

Oiffew oFj411Ara tOrrii
. o 104,0r,,Foot Ccoo)

NO PLANT FOOD .0.11.5.311111.511E(0 6(41115's

PLANT FOOD IS 3' 3 4 111111111MIE II
a
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Randy plots the pairs oB numbers on the ir

graph paper. First he plots (0,0).. Then he /.; 0'

plots (0, 0.5). He plots all the pairs of 111? 1

points. Now the graph Aooks like this: 4,4 fit

2V I
Cee

S
1.2

AO-

Ml
Z

..

0 .
.

..
..

e
, 1

..

.

,--

-
4 4

_J

, I/ . . # 1.00.
E; 1234 $67frii
HEtifir 411, PLANTS' ownt

pi.pkyr FOP coi3.

But Randy is not finished. He draws a dashed line through thlpoints (0,0),

(1,1), (2,2), (3,3), Th\and so forth. he says, "is dashediline i called a

REFERENCE LINE. ,It is what we would get if the two§ets of data were exactly

the same. We cat compare our data with this line." Next he draws a solid

. line that goes through moat of the points that show the data. The points that

l'are not exactly on'the line are close to-14F line. The graph looksJlike this.

"Well, what does it mean?" asks Josette.

Randy explains. "The solid line for the

data is One space or one centimeter above
the reference line. The solid line is

parallel to the reference line, too. That

space shows that-not only are the medians
one centimeter apart, but most of the plants

(when we put them in ordered pairs) are one
centimeter apart in height. Since the solid

line is ABOVE the reference line by one
centimeter, that means that most of the
plants getting plant food are about one
centimeter taller than the plants with no 1..2 3
plant food. The plant food helpS most of fc 2

the\ents the sam4 Amount."
CB& '

15

EFERENO
LINE

1: se ii
"What,if the line for the data were steeper?" 2 31667timg

asks Josette. "Whqt would that mean?" Hoilwr Op PLANTS WITH
NO PL ANT rooD cem3

4
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"It would mean that the pIant food helps"the bigger plant's more than the
smaller plants. The big plantsDgetting Rlant food would be growing faster than
the small plants getting plant 6od. (It looks-like that is appening anyway.
The two points that are quite'far above the solid line are the points for the
taller plants." .

Carmen looks at those points. :"Maybe by the time the plants start to get
big, they use up the foOd that\is in the soil. Maybe that's when they really
need the plant food. I think that we should get plant food."

-AD

Josette anckRandy agree with Carmen. Josette says, "The plant food helps
all the plants a little bit. It helps the bigger*plants more than the smallen
'plants. We should buy plant food and give it to all the plants that are taller
than 6 centimeters."

//
4,1

1.\.



MAKING.A SCATTER GRAPH

Sometimes you may collect two different kinds of

data about thesame things. .

You might Aeastire the heights of all of

"your plants and also count their leaves.
Ydu may have listed how many children in
each grade have a bike and how many ride

their bikes to school.

You may want to find; out if your two sets of

data are related. V
kou may wonder whether a tall plant has
more leaves than a short plant.
You may guess that grades where more
children have a bike are the grades where
more children ride their bikes to school.,

But you aren't sure. Row can'you find out? You

can make a SCATTER GRAPH of your data to'find

out. The SCATTER GRAPH WILL SHOW YOU WHETHER

THE DATA ARE RELATED. The SCATTER GRAPH will

show.you whether youY guess is right.

In this story, the children want to find out

whether the foods that are thrown out the most

in the lunchroom are the foOds that most chil-

dren don't likes They find out by making a

scatter graph.

4r-

4

Rigky's class wants to imprave Ole food served in the lunchroom. Ricky, Dana,

Michelle, and Peggy are working in'a group to-find out which foods the students

throw out and which foods the students dislike. They have already dcke a lot.

They have collected data about each food served in the lunchroom in these two

ways

The First Way: Which foods are thrown out? Each-da y Ricky counted the num-

'berof lunches bought that day. Dana, Michelle, and Peggy took turns countlaig

the number of portiqns of different.foods thrown out. Since different numbers .

of lunches were bought each day, Rickyyand Dana divided the number of portions

of each different food wastea by the total number of lunches bought for that

ddy. Then they multiplied their answers by 100% to get the percentage of each

kind of food wasted that day. 4

Their calculations for one day look like this.

"se

t.1

17
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NUMBER OF PORTIONS WASTED FRACTIONAL AMOUNT FRACTION OF % OF
TOTAL NUMBER OF LUNCHES OF FOOD WASTED' . an FOOD WASTED x 100% FOOD

WASTED

Spaghetti Wasted

Number of Lunches'

Salaéasted
Number -Of Lunches

93

310

=
3

Ice Cream Wasted 22
Number of Lunches 310

,30 and .30 X 100% = 30%

.26 and .26 x 100% = 26%

.072 and .07 x 100% 91 7%

Then they put their data in a table. Their data Eor two weeks look like this.
-.---

FOOD
PERCENTAGE
WASTED (%) FOOD

PERCENTAGE
WASTED (%)

Pizza i 12 Salad 26
.

Fish 38 Boiled Potatoes 60
Chicken 17 Lima Beans 77.
Meatloaf 47 String-Beans 37

Spaghetti 30 Beets 68 ,

Tuna Casserole 72 Baked Beans 48
Hot Dogs 12 Corn 27

Stew 76 Jello 22
Hamburger . 9 Ice Cream 7

Soup 40
,

Cookies 5

Peas 63 Fruit 20
French Fries 21 Cake 8

,Cole Slaw 52
.

The Second Wa Wh ch foods do students dislike? Peggy and Michelle sur-
veyed the other childr&i in the school to find out what foods students dislike*
Then they tallied die data and found a percentage, too. They found the :Arcentage
of students who safd they disliked a certain food. Their data look like'dits.

PERCENTAGE PERCENTAGE
FOOD . WHO"DON'T- FOOD WHO DON'T

LIKE IT (%) LIKE IT (2)

Pizza 32 Salad 48

Fish 52 Boiled Potatoes ,71

Chicken 23 Lima Beans 81

Meatloaf 43 String Beans 40

Spaghetti 38 Beets .. 84

Tuna Casserole 68 Baked Beans 62

Hot Dogs P Corq 19

Stew 82 Jello 46

Hamburger 12 Ice Cream -10

Soup 42 Cookies 4

Peas, 51 Fruit , 52

French Fries 25 Cake 11

Cole Slaw 60
.

100
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Now the group wants to compare the two sets of data to find out whether the
foods that are thrown out are the same as the fulds that are disliked. They want
to compare two things abOut each kind of food: how much is wasted and how many
children say they don't like it. They.want to look at both of these things at
the same time. TtAy need to make a graph.

The,group talks about what kind of.graOh they should make. They know that
they have two kinds of data about the same things; so they decide tO make a
scatter grae. First they make a combined data chart. It looks like this..

N
FOOD 40

,

PERCENTAGE
WASTED (%)

PERCENTAGE
WHO DON'T
LIKE IT (%)

,

Pizza 12 32

Fish . 38 52

Chicken 17 23

Meatloaf 47 43

Spagheti 30 38

Tuna Casserole .°,,72 68

Hot Dogs . 12 17

Stew 76 82

Hamburger '.

,
9 12

Soupt 40 42

Peas 1 63 51

French Fries 21 25

Cole Slaw 152 60

Then they get some graph paper.
paper. They label the horizontal
tical line PERCENTAGE WHO DISLIKE
know that percentage goes from.0%
up to 100%. The gtaph looks like

191

FOOD

,

,

PERCENTAGE
WASTED (%)

.

PERCENTAGE
WHO DON'T. %

LIKE IT (%)'

Salad 26 48

Boiled Potatoes 60 71

Lima Beans 77 81

String Beans 37 40

Beets 1 68 84 .

Baked Beans 48
. 62 .

Corn 27 19

Jello 22 46

Ice Cream 7 10

Cookies --.% 5 4 :.

Fruit 20 52 ,

Cake 8 11

- They draw two number lines on the grap4
line PERCENTAGE OF FOOD WASTED and thelver-1-

A FOOD. Then they put on the scales. They
to 100%, so they number each line by 25s ,

this.

ol
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Now they must put the points on the graph. For each food, they put a point

on the graph that shoys the percentage of that fp6d wasted and the percentago'

of children who donit like that food. To put'the point for pizza on the graph,

they count over 12 to the right and then count up to 32. They put all of the

points on the graph.this way. When they finish, the graph look's like this.
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The children look at the finished graph._ They notice several things. ".Most

of the points are going from the lower left corner of the graph up to the upper

right corner. They are making a pattern," says Peggy.

"Yes," sayi Michelle. "The foods that aren't thrbwn out much are the ones

that few studepts say they don't like and the foods that are thrown out a lot

are the ones thac, many students say they don't like:1!

.
Dana is interested in another thing about the graph. "I can see that each

point stancls for a certain food.. All we have to do to find the foods that are

thrown out the most and the foods that most students say they don't like is to

look at the points fn the upper right corner of the graph and see which foods

these points stand for."

1" 9
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Peggy looks at the points Jin the top right coiner of the graph. "Look,"

she pays, "tuna casserole, stew, limfi beans, and beets were,the most thrown

out and the most disliked. We should ask the cook to stop serving those foods."
She draws circles around all those points so that the others can see them.

Now the graph looks like.tHis. The grgup de4des that they will take the
40raph to the cook and show it to her when they ask her to stop serving those

4
foods. ,
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HOW TO PICK A GRAPH FOR YOUR DATA

Look at,ONE SET of your data--it doesn't matter'which one.

Can you make a BAR GRAPH from ft? IT so, you may want to make a

LINE CHART for bo91 setsi, Your two sets of data may be

Number of students vs. Playground Equipment Preferred for

Grades 1-3 and Grades 4-6

Number of Cars vs. Days of the Week for Morning and

Afternoon
1

.Number of 'Seeds, Stored vs.'Days of-the week for Your Pet Hamster and Your

Pet Gerbil.

IF You AReN'T 60Re
ABOUT WHAT KINDS
OF GRAPHS Y00 CAN
MAIce WITH OWE 56r
OF DATA 5E6 "how-1i

OSE 1A/HICif GPM
R ONE.

SET OF rA.

Can you make a LINE GRAPH from pne set of your data? If so, you may want to

make a DOUBLE LINE GRAPOLfor both sets. Your two sets of data may be

Average Height vs. Number of Days for Plants in Sun and Plants in Shade

Temperature vs. Time of Day for'Monday and Tuesday

Len1F1 vs. Weight for Two Different Brands of'Rubber Bands.

Can you mala a HISTOGRAM from onevset of your data? If so, you may %ant to

make a DOUBLE HISTOGRAM or a Q-Q GRAPH for both sets. Your two sets of data

may bt,

If

Number of Students vs. Spelling Scores (in groups) for Before and After
. I

Number ok nants vs. Heights of Plants (in gioyps) for Plant Food and

No Plant Food

Number of Studentsivs. Crossing Times (in groups) for Oak Street Inter-

section and Main Street Intersection.

these apply to YOUR data, look at BOTH sets of,your data. Do'you

ave two di erent MEASUREMENTS or NUMBER COUNTS of the same thing for/a whole

gs? Then.you may want to make.a SCATTER GRAPH. Your twolsets of

may.be
grou
da

Percentage
Food for

f a Food Wasted vs. Percentage of Students Disliking that

Foods

Height of a Plant vs.'Number of Leaves That Plant 'Has foi Many Plants

a Student vs. Weight of.That Student for Many gtudents.

If the graph that you choose doesn't tell you what, you'want to know, then you

may need to REORGANIZE your data. That may help you to dra-w a different grapg

that will iell you what you want to know.


